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Security stepped up across Kentucky
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
nation's heightened terror-alert
warning should make Kentuckians
more vigilant but should not dampen their holidays, the state's homeland security coordinator said
Monday.
Kentucky airports stepped up
security and state police bolstered
some patrols after the nationwide
terror alert rose to "Code Orange,"
the second-highest level.
Ray Nelson, executive director
of Kentucky's Office for Security
Coordination, urged people to "keep
your eyes and ears open" and report
anything unusual to law enforcement. But Nelson said Kentuckians
should resist living in fear amid the
heightened alert.
"We want people to continue on
with the Christmas holidays and the
•I

i

S.

this," Nelson said in a phone interview. "Don't stop doing any of it.
Just be conscious of what's going on
around you and that there are people

Meanwhile, police patrols were
bolstered at the state's largest airports, which were filled with holiday travelers.
At Blue Grass Airport in
Lexington, some passengers might
be chosen at random for extra security checks, said airport spokesman
Tom Tyra.
But any possible delays were
more likely to be caused by large
holiday crowds and not the additional security, he said.
"Most of the changes are being
done behind the scenes and out of
view of the public," Tyra said.
At Louisville International
Airport, police strictly enforced
curbside security rules. Motorists
could still stop briefly outside the
terminal to pick up or drop off passengers, but anyone needing to wait
longer was directed to a designated
area, said airport spokeswoman
t
—Krista Roberts.
The Transportation Security
additional people were being
assigned from their regular duties to Administration offered assurances
monitor those locations, Midkiff that it had enough screeners at the
Louisville airport to make sure that
said.

out there that may want to hurt us.'
He said security was heightened
at sensitive facilities such as the uranium enrichment plant in Paducah
and the Bluegrass Army Depot in
Madison County, where the Army
stores chemical warfare agents.
The higher alert comes at a time
when state police dispatch extra
patrols to look for drunken drivers.
Now those troopers- will be even
more vigilant for suspicious activity, said state police Sgt. Phil
Crumpton.
"When they see the threat level
go up, they automatically know
there are certain areas that they need
to patrol more heavily," Crumpton
said.
Some state-owned facilities that
have loading docks and reception
areas were being monitored more
closely, Finance and Administration
Cabinet spokeswoman Jill Midkiff

ERIC PAUL ZAMORA Fresno BeeAP Photo

Workers clear rubble from vehicles that had been relocated by
rescue workers in Paso Robles, Calif., after an earthquake
struck the California central coast Monday. In the background
is the collapsed overhanging roof which crushed several vehicles.

California
earthquake
kills two
PASO ROBLES, Calif.(AP) —
Rescue efforts were called off as
darkness fell over this central
California city following a magnitude-6.5 earthquake that rocked the
state's coast, killing two people,
injuring dozens more and prompting fears that aftershocks might
cause more damage in the days to
come.
Residents from San Francisco to
Los Angeles were shaken by
Monday's quake, the first to cause
fatalities in the state since a magnitude-6.7 temblor hit Northridge in
1994.
The bodies of two women were
pulled from under the roof of Paso
Robles' 1892 clock tower, which
pitched into the street and crushed a
row of parked cars in this San Luis
Obispo County community of
25,000 about 20 miles east of the
epicenter.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
planned to tour downtown Paso
Robles on Tuesday.
The main shock was centered in
a sparsely populated area about 11
miles north of the coastal town of
Cambria. It was immediately followed by at least 50 aftershocks
larger than 3.0, the biggest of which
was estimated at 4.7. according to

the U.S. Geological Survey.
The state Office of Emergency
Services said there was a 90 percent
or greater probability that aftershocks of 5.0 magnitude or greater
would follow in the next week.
By Monday night, search and
rescue crews in Paso Robles had
combed all seriously damaged
buildings and were confident they
had found all the quake's victims,
though the owner of one car crushed
in the rubble still had not been
located.
"We're out of rescue mode and
now it's just going to be general
debris removal," said Battalion
Chief Scott Hall of the Ventura
County Fire Department.
Earlier in the day, the bodies of
Jennifer Myrick, 19, of Atascadero,
and Marilyn Zafuto, 55, of Paso
Robles, were found on the street
outside a dress shop, police Sgt.
Bob Adams said.
"It appeared as though they were
trying to get away," he said.
A young boy suffered a broken
arm and another person received
minor injuries when a bakery collapsed, while citywide there were
reports of about 40 minor injuries,
said Adams.
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A single mother lost everything
she had, including the gifts she
planned to give for Christmas, when
her mobile home burned Monday
morning.
Now a neighboring convenience
store is collecting donations for
Reba Henson, who owned the
mobile home, and her 10-year-old
son. They need furniture, clothes,
household items and money to
replace the items from their Riviera
Courts residence.
"We are just using this as a gathering point," said Bonnie Ellis,
manager of T Mart, which sits in
front of Riviera Courts at 1500 N.
12th St. "Everybody is helping.
Everyone is pulling together to get
them what they need."
Henson's mobile home at 99
Riviera Courts was a total loss after
the blaze, according to Murray Fire
Department officials. The outside of
a neighboring residence at 100
Riviera Courts also sustained
smoke and fire damage. Roy
Darnall owns that property, according to the fire department.
Thirty firefighters and seven
vehicles responded to the fire after

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Santa Claus is seen hanging on for dear life at this house on Fairlane Drive. Actually, it is a
unique decoration for the Christmas season.
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'No pass, no drive'law ruled unconstitutional
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- A'no
pass, no drive" law designed to use
driving privileges to spur teens to
stay in school and make passing
grades was declared unconstitutional Thursday by the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
In a 4-3 ruling, the court noted
the law applied only to 16- and 17year-olds in school districts with
alternative education programs for
students unable to succeed in a regular classroom. In other districts,

students who dropped out or were
academically deficient did not lose
their licenses.
Thus, no-pass, no-drive "violates
the basic and fundamental right to
equal protection under the law," the
court's majority said in an opinion
by Justice Martin Johnstone of
Louisville.
In a dissenting opinion, Justice
William Cooper noted that
Kentucky law requires all of the
state's 176 school districtti. to provide

an alternative program _ either an learning disability, and the district
alternative school of their own or by had an alternative program. but M.F.
contract with a neighboring district. was enrolled in the regular program
"The fact that some districts have at Calloway County High School. •
M.F. sued in the circuit court,.
not complied with the requirement
... does not amount to unlawful dis- which declared that the law violated
crimination against students in com- the 14th Amendment guarantee of
equal protection. The Court of
plying districts," Cooper wrote.
The class-action case arose in Appeals reversed. In reinstating the
Calloway County, where a female circuit court's ruling, the Supreme
student whom the court identified Court said there was "no rational
only as M.F. lost her driver's license
because of poor grades. She had a 10 See Page 2
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Fletcher gets authority to shift money to avoid deficit Sheriffs'Logs
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Ernie Fletcher on Monday got the
authority needed to shift millions of
dollars among state accounts to
avoid a deficit in the current fiscal
year.
His budget director said Fletcher
would soon order about $200 million transferred to the General Fund

'No pass'
From Front
basis" for making a legal distinction
between students on the basis of
geography _ those in districts with
alternative schools vs. those in districts without.
"There is nothing to indicate that
an alternative education program
adds anything to the existing statutory requirements that obligate local
school districts to meet the unique
learning needs of students with
learning and other disabilities,"
Johnstone's opinion said.
education
alternative
The
requirement in no-pass, no-drive "is
kil'RR.N1
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Calloway County Sheriff's Department
new
Their
from various "trust funds" that exist state Budget Director Brad Cowgill
Cook Store Trail reported his residence burglarized
from
2669
caller
A
•
was
estimate
said.
for specific purposes.
Friday.
p.m.
10:19
at
for
revenues
that
a
is
disparity
significant
"There
In addition to fund transfers,
• A caller from 5380 Ky. 94 West reported a car on fire at 10:55 a.m.
Fletcher has told most state agencies of pain between this year and next the rest of fiscal
Saturday. Calloway County Fire and Rescue was notified. Another call
fall
would
2004
an
in
Cowgill
interview.
said
year,"
and institutions to reduce spending
11:02 a.m confirmed the fire was under control.
at
budget
by 2.5 percent for the remainder of "The pain gets worse — it gets sig- short of
caller from 517 Post Oak Drive reported neighborhood children vanA
•
$261
by
needs
is
worse
because
there
—
nificantly
30.
June
the fiscal year that ends
his Christmas decorations at 8:32 p.m. Saturday.
dalized
That
million.
That would generate about $100 no nonrecurring revenue."
• There was a brush fire at 622 Heron Road at 9:58 a.m. Sunday. CCFR
increan
"onewas
to
was
referring
Cowgill
over
carry
to
million as a reserve
was notified.
into fiscal 2005, when the revenue time money," including a $276 mil- mental improve• There was a brush fire at 98 Knightsway Drive at 2:01 p.m. Sunday.
the
over
ment
earlier
from
lion
Congress
windfall
worse,
be
to
expected
outlook is
CCFR was notified.
group's
this year, that the state has used in same
Fletcher
• A report of a child on a four-wheeler on Ky. 80 near Bethel Road was
earlier, unofficial
paying recurring expenses.
received at 448 p m. Sunday. Recently sewn grass was torn up.
Fletcher's authority , to shift estimate of a $262 million shortfall.
A resident at 8758 Ky. 121 North reported an electrical outlet was about
•
pays
that
-1(inong--them Is a fund
money fripm festrieted state
to catch fire at 6:19 p.m. Sunday. CCFR was notified.
sites
old,
of
the
up
cleaning
for
the
General
Fund
was
to
accounts
a redundancy," the opinion said.
Marshall County Sheriff's Departmen
underground petroleum storage
Justices James Keller, Williams triggered when the Consensus
• Wayne A. Turner Jr. 33, Murray, was traveling eastbound on Ky. 94 in
of what motorists
fraction
A
tanks.
Group,
gova
of
panel
Forecasting
Graves and Janet Stumbo conAurora when he lost control of his vehicle, which left the roadway and
ernment and academic economists pay at the gas pump goes into the
curred.
overturned. His speed was estimated between 70 and 80 mph. Marshall
makes Kentucky's official rev- fund.
that
In the dissenting opinion, enue projections, changed the proCounty EMS transported Turner to Marshall County Hospital. He was
Without the governor's emerCooper said disabled students in jection on which the budget for the gency authority, or an order of the
charged with driving under the influence.
— Information is obtained from reports,
"noncomplying districts" could current year is based.
Legislature, the money could be
logs and citations from various agencies.
argue that the statute discriminated
used for no other purpose.
against them because they had no
recourse to alternative schools.
"The majority opinion turns that
argument on its head and holds that
learning-disabled students in comfalling bricks, collapsing ceilings and panicked
scheduled to be open Tuesday.
From Front
plying districts are discriminated
The quake also shook the federal courthouse Christmas shoppers as more than 40 structures —
against because their districts have
Officials inspected more than 80 downtown in San Francisco, 165 miles to the northwest of including the downtown clock tower building —
provided alternative education prohejicenter,3nd sew the building's-upper floors were damaged.
buildings andàff remained- off-Tithits Monday
grams," Cooper wrote, joined by
The quake struck in a known fault zone on a
night. About 10,000 homes and businesses were swaying for about 30 seconds. People in downChief Justice Joseph E. Lambert
without power in the San Luis Obispo area, said town Los Angeles, 185 miles southeast, felt a sus- series of faults that run parallel to the San
and Justice Donald Wintersheimer.
Andreas Fault, said Lucy Jones,-scientist-in- -John Nelson, spokesman for-Weilk Gas and tained rolling Motion. Defendants in the case included
"It was pretty sharp," said Sharyn Conn, charge of the U.S. Geological Survey office in
Electric.
officials, the
state
various
The quake was felt in the control room of the receptionist at the oceanside Cypress Cove Inn in Pasadena.
Transportation Cabinet, Department
Monday's quake was the state's most powerful
Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant operated by Cambria, population 6,200. "It really went on and
of Education and the state and local
PG&E. Nelson said there appeared to be no dam- on. I just got everyone under the door frames and since 1999, when a nonfatal magnitude-7.1 temschool boards.
blor struck the desert near Joshua Tree. The last
age to the plant and that it was functioning nor- rode it out."
The law applied to 16- and 17Other than Paso Robles, damage appeared one of it similar size in the area was in 1952, said
mally.
year-olds because 16 is the miniThe quake shook the Hearst Castle in San minor elsewhere in the region known for wineries Ross Stein of the USGS in Menlo Park.
mum age for a driver's license and
The 1994 Northridge quake hit a densely popSimeon, the estate of the legendary publisher and horse ranches. Several people were reported
18 is the age of legal adulthood.
William Randolph Hearst. The castle reported no hurt by falling barrels at a winery, San Luis ulated area near Los Angeles and killed 72 people, injured 9,000 and caused an estimated $15.3
injuries and no immediate signs of any serious Obispo County authorities said.
billion in insured losses.
of
scene
a
described
was
Robles,
It
residents
Paso
In
damage but was evacuated as a precaution.

•Quake ...

•Fire ...
From Front
receiving the call at 6:51 a.m.
Monday. They were on the scene
until 9:28 a.m. MFD officials will
continue to investigate the cause of
the blaze.
American Red Cross is providing a local hotel room for Henson
and her son for a couple of nights
until they arrange for new housing
and giving them vouchers for personal items and clothes at WalMait, said ekeeutive director" Holly
Webb.
Other agencies also are helping
the family. The Salvation Army is
providing some hot meals. Need
Line is donating toiletries and nonperishable food items and Angel's
Attic is offering clothes.
"The things about Calloway
County is all the agencies work
together so we don't duplicate services," Webb said. "It really maximizes the donations. Calloway
County takes care of its people!"
Webb said the Calloway County
Family Resource Center is working
with the Santa Project to replace the
lost Christmas gifts for the family.
Said Webb: "It's bad timing any
time, but it's especially poignant
this time of the year."

Congratulations
Mary Jane Roberson
Three Million
Dollar
Producer
2003

Security increased
nationwide amid
heightened alert
WASHINGTON(AP)— In ways
big and sniall, obvious-and opaque,
already tight security has been fortified at transportation and energy
facilities nationwide in response to
government warnings that al-Qaida
could attack this holiday season.
Bomb-sniffing canine units were
at Cincinnati/Northern
added
Kentucky International Airport,
maritime patrols were augmented
near power plants that border Lake
Erie, and more officers than usual
were activated along the U.S.Canadian border.
Similar defenses have been
increased around key bridges, tunnels, seaports and landmarks, as
well as chemical facilities and other
places that may be vulnerable to
attack. Other layers of protection
likely have been in place since
Sunday, when the national security
level was bumped up to orange,
which is "high" alert, from yellow,
or "elevated," security experts said.
"There's going to be a menu of
visible and invisible measures that
are implemented," said Brian
Jenkins, research associate at the
Mineta Transportation Institute at
San Jose State University and a special adviser to the Rand Corp., a
California-based think tank.
Among the covert steps likely
taken, Jenkins said, are an increase
in the number of air marshals, particularly on flights arriving from
overseas, undercover surveillance
around airports and more frequent
air patrols near major cities.
There are some concerns about
missiles being fired at planes taking
off or landing, Jenkins said.
President Bush said the government was doing its best to protect
the country and advised citizens "to

go about their lives."
'..'But as they.do $0.113cy. medic,
know that governments at all levels
are working as hard as we possibly
can .to protect the American citizens." Bush said in a statement.
The fact that it's the holiday season partly drove the decision to raise
the alert. During this time of year.
many people are distracted and traveling, and several gather at events
like football games and New Year's
celebrations.
However, authorities also said
the move was based on specific, corroborated intelligence that al-Qaida
may soon try to pull off an attack in
multiple places to cause mass casualties.
White House spokesman Scott
McClellan said such an attack could
eclipse that of Sept. I 1, 2001, which
left nearly 3,000 people dead.
U.S. intelligence and law
enforcement officials, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said that
they did not have any specifics
about a potential method, location or
time of any attack. They noted that
in light of the Sept. 11 attacks, aviation could be a prime possibility.
"We know, tragically, they turned
four airplanes into missiles,"
Homeland Security Secretary Tom
Ridge told reporters after a meeting
of President Bush's Homeland
Security Council.
Defense Department officials
said they were launching more military air patrols over major cities, but
they would provide no details. Other

AP Phot()

A security alert sign at Los Angeles International Airport, is
seen Monday in Los Angeles. Last-minute shoppers continued
to check items off their lists as security tightened at
California's border, airports, bridges and major facilities following a government warning that terrorists might attack over
the holidays.
government sources said, however, ing with law enforcement and intelthat New York, Washington and Los ligence agencies and has 7,000 of its
own patrolmen at the ready.
Angeles were likely choices.
"Really, it's a paramilitary secuThe Transportation Security
Administration, the federal agency rity force," said Steve Kerekes, a
charged with protecting air travel- spokesman for the group.
In addition, cargo planes and
ers, would not discuss its planning at
originating overseas were of
flights
conto
than
other
level,
detailed
a
firm that vehicle inspections and special concern in the latest warnparking restrictions have increased ing.
To defend against another airat airports and that Coast Guard
patrols have been added near air- borne attack, baggage and passenger
screeners are working overtime at
ports bordering oceans and lakes.
"We're putting all hands on airports, and their managers have
deck," TSA spokesman Darrin come out from behind the scenes to
Kayser said, adding that parking work the front lines, the TSA said.
The TSA also reminded travelers
restrictions may require travelers to
park a little farther away than they that it needs help, broadcasting messages over loudspeakers at airports
might normally.
The Nuclear Energy Institute, and train stations that urge
which represents the owners of Americans to report any suspicious
more than 100 reactors in 3f states, activity or unattended luggage.
said the power industry is coordinat-

•Kentucky.
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From Front
Hebron began a check of cars coming into the airport, spokesman Ted
Bushelman said.
"People will have to be ready to
open the trunks of their cars," he
said. "There is a heck of a lot more
security going on behind the scenes,
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but I can't comment on that. Much
of it is on a need-to-know basis."
Additional police dogs were
patrolling the airport terminal, he
said.
The United Parcel Service air
hub in Louisville was operating on a
"heightened sense of security" dur-

‘001,..

www.
oathewswi.
'corn

ing the final Christmas rush, said
company
Giuffre, a
Mark
spokesman.
"We do have a heightened alert,"
Giuffre said without offering
specifics. "We always place high
emphasis on security and safety
around our aircraft."
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U.S. troops arrest eight rebel suspects
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — U.S.
forces arrested eight rebel suspects
in a stronghold of anti-American
resistance northwest of Baghdad,
the military said Tuesday, as troops
tightened security against possible
attacks over the Christmas holidays.
Those arrested include an excolonel accused of recruiting guerrillas and four suspected associates
of fugitive former Vice President
Izzat Ibrahim al-Douri, who is
believed to have a leading role in
Iraq's insurgency.
Three soldiers of the U.S.-led
coalition died Monday. Two U.S.
soldiers and an Iraqi translator were
killed by a roadside bomb in
Baghdad. A Polish soldier died
when a fellow soldier's gun fired
accidentally in Babylon, south of
Baghdad, hours after a visit by
Poland's President Aleksander
Kwasniewski.
In Mosul, the largest city in
northern Iraq, gunmen fatally shot a
judge, Youssef Murad, in his car.
The assailants escaped.
South Korea is planning to send
3,000 troops to join 460 military
medics and engineers already in
Iraq, media reports from Seoul said
Tuesday. That deployment, for nine
Photo provided

George King,courier for The Murray Bank,enjoyed playing
Santa last week. King delivered presents to the Murray
Family Resource Center for a Santa Project family, adopted
by the staff of The Murray Bank. The bank provided a
-monetary-donation to the Santa Project, as well

Former Louisville radio host
named to labor position
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Monday with the Louisville
former Louisville radio talk show Courier-Journal.
Norris was a regular fixture on
host has been appointed a top posiWHAS radio for eight
Louisville's
tion in the Department of Labor, as
a spokeswoman for Labor Secretary years. She left after her contract
expired on June 7, 2002.
Elaine Chao.
Norris moved to Washington and
The department announced on
part of a morning-drive team on
was
hostMonday that Jane Norris, who
ed a conservative radio show in WMAL radio that included liberal
Louisville for 8 years, will work for political commentator Bill Press.
Norris will work as deputy to
Chao, the wife of Kentucky Sen.
Kruska, assistant secretary of
Lisa
Mitch McConnell.
Norris will begin in January as labor for public affairs, whose condeputy assistant secretary of labor firmation by the Senate is pending.
for public_ affairs, a position that Norris' appointment does not
• makes her main responsibility-deal- tegtiite SenaTe approvat.Asked to discuss Norris' qualifiing with the news media.
Department
Labor
..1.1ane Norris is a familiar_voieele cations,
-said the
many Kentuckians, and she will be a - spokesman
Cbao's
only
releasing
was
agency
president's
the
to
great addition
administration," Chao said in a brief statement.
During her time in Louisville,
statement released by her office on
Norris was known for her conservaMonday.
Norris declined an interview on tive politics.

ta -Frank

months from April I. would make
the South Korean contingent the
third largest in the 26-nation coalition after the United States and
Britain.
Meanwhile, President Bush was
given an update on Iraq in a meeting
in Washington On Monday with L.
Paul Bremer, the U.S. administrator
of Iraq, and Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld.
Bremer told NBC television earlier that "there's been a susgestion
Of high terror threats- in" Iraq in
recent weeks unfelated to Saddam
Hussein's capture on Dec. 13.
In- Baghdad, Brig, - Gen. Mark
Hertling of the 1st Armored
Division said -We have" some indications that it would be prudent to
take some additional measures to
counter specific potential threats."
Hertling told The Associated
Press in an e-mail that in the past
Week his division had captured
"nine senior leaders in the former
regime network" and were pursuing
another dozen.
On Tuesday, a U.S. task force in
Baqouba arrested five Iraqis,
including one suspected of recruiting guerrillas, Maj. Josselyn Aberle
of the 4th Infantry Division told the

AP Two other military sources said
the other four were believed to be
associates of al-Douri, No.6 on the
U.S. list of 55 most wanted Iraqis.
Thirteen fugitives from that list
remain at large, with al-Douri at the
top.
In an overnight raid in Baqouba,
50 kilometers (30 miles) northwest
of Baghdad, U.S. troops also
detained a former Iraqi army
colonel suspected of recruiting exIraqi soldiers to, fight the U.S. military. Aberle said the.ex-colonel was
believed to be connected to -a local
businessman helping to finance the
insurgency.
The colonel "is a mid-level in the
national scheme, but quite important in the area," the major said.
Another task force in the area
arrested two Iraqis discovered digging up a cache of 100 82mm mortar rounds and 20 rockets, Aberle
said.
Recent arrests in several towns
are partly the result of information
gleaned from the arrest of a Saddam
on Dec. 13, according to the U.S.
military.
"We are getting some very useful
opportunities in the last week or 10
days now to try to wrap up the lead-

ers of the troops that are attacking
our soldiers," Bremer told NBC.
Saddam, however,"has not been
particularly cooperative," Bremer
said.
Near Kirkuk, Iraqi police arrested five people suspected of attacks
on an oil pipeline. Police Col.
Jawdet Ali said police also seized
2.2 pounds of explosives in a suspect's house.
A total of 317 U.S. soldiers have
been killed as a result of hostile
action since the invasion irr March.
The-British military has reported 52-- deaths; Italy, 17; Spain,' eight;
Denmark, Ukraine and Poland have
reported one each.
On Monday, Russian President
Vladimir Putin told visiting members of Iraq's U.S.-appointed
Governing Council that Moscow
was ready to write off 65 percent of
the $8 billion that Baghdad owes
Moscow — Iraq's largest creditor,
councril member Samir Shaker
Mahmoud said after a Kremlin
meeting.
The debt is part of approximately
$41 billion owed by Iraq to the socalled Paris Club of creditor
nations; Iraq's overall debt is about
$120 billion.

Recent info shows al-Qaida still fascinated with planes
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States has credible information including some that prompted
this week's rise in the national terror
threat level, that al-Qaida continues
to study potential weaknesses in
America's revamped aviation security net looking for ways to strike
again through the air, U.S. officials
familiar with recent intelligence say.
The information has been
gleaned from sources as diverse as
al-Qaida mastermind Khalid Shaikh
Mohammed and low-level terror
network members in Saudi Arabia
and has led U.S. officials to quickly
adapt security procedures several

times in recent months, the officials speaking only on condition of
anonymity.
said.
Bush administration officials
For instance, U.S. officials have
been discreetly working with their said an improving apparatus that
counterparts in Canada and Mexico directs credible threat information
on improved security measures after quickly from FBI and CIA agents in
intelligence indicated al-Qaida the field to intelligence analysts, and
might use in an attack an interna- then to homeland security and transtional airliner that simply passes portation officials for action, has
resulted in quick adaptations of the
over U.S. soil, the officials said.
"The information clearly shows security net.
One example came late this sumthey care about getting ahold of airplanes with large fuel supplies in mer when the State and Homeland
areas with lots of people, and to do Security departments abruptly
it in a way that comes in below our ended two long-standing programs
radar screen," said one senior U.S. that had allowed foreign travelers to
official with access to intelligence, stay in U.S. airports without visas

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
For All Your Insurance Needs

during interim stops while awaiting
flights to other countries.
The change was made with little
fanfare in August based on intelligence from Mohammed and other
prisoners that al-Qaida was looking
to exploit the program to gain access
to fully fueled international jetliners, officials said.
Government and private security
experts said al-Qaida's continued
fascination with aviation as a
method for attack may seem surprising at first blush since it has had one
spectacular success during an era of
loose security and now faces a more
formidable safety net.
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Same issues
lead to similar
campaign ads
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David Eichenbaum, a media adviser
for former presidential candidate
Bob Graham.
Typically, that means keying in
on the message the candidate is
sending overall to ensure it is
OUR
woven throughout most of the ads a
campaign will produce in an elecENDEARINaW
tion year _ and making sure that
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message is different from those of
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For example, in their ads, former
Vermont Gov. Howard Dean always
emphasizes that he never has served
in Washington; Gephardt, a congressman from Missouri, usually
Candidates Joe Lieberman and
features his long history supporting
Dick Gephardt probably should
labor groups; Sen. John Edwards of
have taken note, too. Their ads also
North Carolina often talks about
talk of them doing "what's right."
making the country stronger
A rip-off? A coincidence? Or is
through his comprehensive plan
it simply the business of imagedestruction. When none was found, in Bush-Cheney campaign spots
Massachusetts, John Edwards of
WASHINGTON (AP)called Real Solutions for America;
making?
and as debate fodder if Dean is the
the Iraqi people from a
liberating
North Carolina, Joe Lieberman of
President Bush keeps revising his
and Lieberman, a Connecticut sena- rationale for invading Iraq to fit
Media consultants working for
brutal rule became the grounds.
Democratic nominee, as Bush
Connecticut and Rep. Dick
tor, claims he is the candidate with
As time dragged on and attacks
,
advisers belieVe likely.
the presidential candidates strive to
Gephardt of Missouri.
changing circumstances. Now with
intensified, Bush stressed the
integrity.
The president and his advisers
Kerry suggested Saddam might
Saddam Hussein
create television ads that will stand
importance of _confronting terrorists have been caught more quickly-if
Still, candidates' ads often sound
in captivity, the -were recalibrating.tbeir rhetoric to
out as campaign tulicemi%.ifils clutin Iraq rather than at home. He
capture,
Saddam's
account
into
take
seeksame
the
have
they
if
alike
look
the United States had more allies.
or
ter the TV airwaves. But being difbetween Saddam and
links
asserted
gloat.
to
not
hard
trying
while
the
win
to
ing
He proposed new measures to
rivals.
their
as
messages
ferent is difficult in this primary
White House can string out terrorist organizations. Then the
"The
White
House
U.S. ports against terrorist
guard
a
Kerry,
commercials,
some
In
canseason because the Democratic
mission became one of spreading
next year are the this Saddam thing for quite some
saying "the clock on homeattacks,
a
and
veteran
Vietnam
decorated
same
the
to
didates are appealing
democracy through the Middle
time. It is not an overnight story,"
ones working
is ticking."
security
land
and
Massachusetts,
from
senator
the
about
talking
constituency,
East.
said Alan Lichtman, a presidential
the hardest to
Retired Gen. Wesley Clark sugClark, NATO's former supreme
same issues and, in some cases,
The new post-Saddam rationale
historian at American University.
reframe the forgested Bush should have had U.S.
allied commander, have used their
highlighting the same traits in
"The Saddam capture helps seal the is that the war helped to make the
eign-policy
track down bin Laden
troops
military backgrounds to try to set
United States "a safer, more prosthemselves.
favorable conditions for Bush by
debate.
of waging war in Iraq.
instead
Washington
perous and better nation." It's a line
themselves apart as candidates who
giving him some insulation from
Many of
"They're going to sound alike in
a former senior
Daalder,
Ivo
last
conference
news
a
at
used
Bush
criticism on Iraq _ not forever but
have the best foreign policy experithose hopefuls,
Today
some ways, but they can't be comNational Security
the
at
official
likely
is
to
that
one
and
week
stato
try
to
—
time
a
for
least
at
their
finding
ence. They not only use similar lanBy Tom Raum
plete copycats or the voters won't
Council during the Clinton adminbecome a refrain in his State of the
bilize the situation there."
attacks on
AP Writer
guage, such as the word "courage,"
have any reason to pick one over
istration and a foreign-policy adviscampaign
and
address
Union
In fact, attacks against U.S.
Bush's Iraq polibut also combat photographs.
the other," said William Benoit, a
er to Dean, said too much is being
speeches.
last week
continued
Iraq
in
troops
by
blunted
cy
Hoping to appeal to workingcommunications professor at the
made of Saddam's capture.
"The fact that he is not there ...
despite the arrest of the toppled
Saddam's capvoters, Gephardt and Edwards
class
University of Missouri-Columbia
means America's a more secure
"Everybody knew we were going to
Iraqi leader. Bush's surge in public
ture, are shifting focus to other elerecall their roots in some of their
who studies political ads. "There's
country," he asserted in a follow-up get Saddam at some point. We had
ments of the president's approach to opinion polls could fade if the
ads."My mother was a secretary,
will
people
also another danger —
interview with ABC.
attacks increase and more
135,000 soldiers looking for him,"
world affairs. They accuse him of
and my dad delivered milk door to
Democratic candidates are
tune out."
antagonizing European allies and of Americans die.
Daalder said.
scrambling to adjust to the changdoor. They struggled so I could go
For now, Bush is sitting high,
Six of the nine candidates vying
not doing enough to protect the
Still, Daalder said, the capture
ing landscape.
also buoyed by recent improvecountry or track down Osama bin
for the Democratic nomination have to college," says Gephardt.
gives Bush "a rare second chance"
Dean sought to reinforce his
ments in the economy.
Laden.
Edwards says: "My grandmother
used campaign commercials to
to end the occupation, bring in
anti-war credentials with his
their
strong
pressed
Democrats
as
the
Even
seized
rivals
Dean's
Howard
international forces and turn the
emphasize values, oppose President came from a family of sharecropremark that Americans are no safer
case that Bush antagonized
opportunity to gang up on the
pers. My father worked in a cotton
government over to Iraqis.
Bush's policies in Iraq in some
with Saddam in custody. No matter
allies, special envoy
European
attacking
front-runner,
Democratic
Meanwhile, the image of
mill all his life."
form, advocate rolling back some
that he told CBS in September
James A. Baker III was winning
the former Vermont governor for
"rotting in prison is a saluSaddam
And, to get voters to pay attenor all of Bush's tax cuts, and push
2002 that there was "no question
important pledges from war oppohis strident war opposition and for
to all other dictators,"
example
tary
tion to ads about their health care
for health care policies that would
Saddam Hussein is a threat lo the
nents France, Germany and Russia
saying that Saddam's capture "has
said.
Daalder
the
plans, Gephardt and Kerry used
ensure more people have medical
United States," if not an immediate
to help reduce Iraq's massive fornot made America safer."
same tactic _ they personalized the
one.
benefits.
Suddenly, the October 2002 vote eign debt.
Tom Raum has covered
Lieberman's retort — that
issue. Kerry talked candidly about
Bush's war rationale has gone
It's possible that media consultin Congress authorizing the war did
for The Associated
Washington
still
power
in
be
"would
Saddam
revisions.
many
had
it
through
canliability
prostate
with
the
diagnosed
be
to
being
not seem
ants are stealing ideas from each
1973, including five
since
Press
today and not in prison" if Dean
First, he cited the need to seize
been for candidates who had voted
cer earlier this year, and Gephardt
other.
presidencies.
up
wind
—
to
way
sure
his
is
mass
had
Saddam's alleged weapons of
for it: Sens. John Kerry of
told the story of his son Matt, who
But it's more likely that polling
overcame cancer as a toddler.
done by each of the campaigns
Media consultants say such
indicates that these are the issues
is part of the business.
overlap
most important to Democratic votsaid Bill
advertising,"
"It's
ers and, therefore, the themes that
company, some assistance is available to patients up on the computer. She started out by saying
adviser.
media
My first interview with Theresa was printed
Gephardt's
Carrick,
discussed
may resonate best when
she wished she could write something personal
who cannot afford to pay for treatments that can
in this newspaper December 21, 2000. That
"Doing an autopsy on every ad is
in commercials.
of
to each one.
six
needed
(She
each.
$4000
as
high
as
run
her
story
history:
recounted
not going to get you very far.
As a result, media advisers must
"It makes my days easier," she confessed,"to
•
them.)
sucyears
she
after
Thirteen
work to make their candidates stand Hopefully, voters view the candithere are so many people in different
a
of
know
midst
the
in
even
news
There
good
was
cessfully battled breast candates in greater depth than what we
out in the field.
places thinking of me.
bad situation, and Theresa was always the first
cer, she was diagnosed with
can do in a 30-second ad."
"Campaigns are about differ"When I'm really down in the dumps," she
one to point out the cloudis silver lining. The
ovarian. Her first bout with
"I can draw on those memories."
a
to
continued,
were
ences. In a crowded race you have
researchers
closer
the
lived,
she
longer
cancer earned her the dubious
She explained that her disease is progressing,
Liz Sidoti covers political advercure. She has never been refused medical treatto figure out a way to distinguish
distinction of being a "bad
but she is still able to do some of the things she
ment because of her financial situation, and as
risk."
one candidate from the others," said tising for The Associated Press.
Her voice did not waver while she dicenjoys.
a
accept
to
were
willing
creditors
up,
piled
bills
As a result, she simply
tated, even when she apologized for the letter
schedule of payments over time. Somehow, she
could not afford health insurnot sounding happier. But there was a catch in
doggedly kept up her end of the bargain.
Main Street ance.
her throat when she declared,"You should know
my
paid
way,"
always
she
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in
said
"I've
Ovarian cancer demanded
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I'am happy and content with the life I've had."
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learned that, depending on the Plarmaceutical

By LIZ SIDOTI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- In his
campaign commercials, John Kerry
is tagged as the Democratic candidate with "the courage to do what's
right."
Perhaps someone should have
told that to rival Wesley Clark. The
retired Army general's ads portray
him as someone with "a quiet, real
American courage" who "stood up
for what he believed was right."

SEE

KIspE:R.
aENTLER,

AP News Analysis

Now it's Democrats' turn to reframe war debate

Never a word about the brevity of the day
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Obituaries
Mrs. Vivian Parsons Rendleman

Mrs. Eula A. Hoffman

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home sei

The funeral for Mrs. Eula A. Hoffman will be today (Tuesday) at I p.m.
CHURCHILL IMES
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Kerry Lambert will
officiate.
FUNERAL HOME
& Crematory
Pallbearers will be Joe Walker, Pat Adams, Brandon Beale, Craig Adams,
Hoffman and Christopher Hoffman. Burial will follow in the Curd
Ray
753-SS8M
753-7000
Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Fayetta Wells Hughes
Hoffman, 94, died Saturday. Dec. 20, 2003, at 4:44 p.m. at West
Mrs.
mother
of
Robert
Curtis
Hughes
M.D.
75,
Hughes,
Wells,
Fayetta
Mrs.
of Murray, died today, Tuesday, Dec. 23, 2003, at 3:30 a.m. at West View View Nursing Home.
Her husband, Russell R. Hoffman, two daughters, Thelma Beale and
Nursing Home, Murray.
Hoffman, one son, Ronald Hoffman, one sister, Lula Smith Tabers,
Ruby
one
brother,
Curtis
Claude
Hughes,
_and
Her husband, Glyn Arthur
brother, Mois Ray Smith, all preceded her in death. Born Oct. 18,
one
Wells, both preceded her in death. BQM March 5, 1928, in Floyd County, and
she wis the daughter of the late Robert Smith and-Orpha
Arlington,
in
1909,
she was the daughter of the late Curtis and Josephine Wells.
Jones.
Smith
Edwards
Prestonsburg.
Lancer
Baptist
Church,
Mrs. Hughes was a member of
Mrs. Hoffman was a member of Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Survivors include two sons, James Arthur Hughes, Lexington, and
Church.
Robert Curtis Hughes M.D., Mueray; one sister, Mrs. Janie Cassity,
Survivors include her son-in-law, Edsel Beale, grandson, Brandon Beale,
Roanoke, Va.; two brothers, Henry Wells, Milan, Mich., and Sammie
great-grandson, Robert Hollis, all of Dexter; two nieces, Mrs. Janette
and
Wells, Prestonsburg; five grandsons; one granddaughter.
Walker,
Almo, and Mrs. Martha Adams, Murray; one nephew, Rayford
Carter Funeral Home of Prestonsburg is in charge of arrangements.
Benton.
Smith,
Imes-Miller Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to either
Robert (Bob) R Burnham
the city or county family resource center for Project Santa Claus.
Graveside services,for Robert(Bob)P. Burnham will be Wednesday at 2
p.m.
at New Concord Cemetery. The Rev. Michael Blake will officiate.
Montgomery
Mrs. Ruth Anderson
members will serve as pallbearers.
Family
Mrs. Ruth Anderson Montgomery,92, Trimble Road, Nashville, Tenn.,
Visitation
will be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
died Monday, Dec. 22, 2003, at her home. Her death followed an illness.
(Tuesday).
arrangements.
of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray is in charge
Mr. Burnham, 88, Hightide Lane, Hamlin, died Sunday, Dec. 21, 2003,
2:55
a.m. at Arbor Place, Puryear, Tenn.
at
Mrs. Linda McCallon Wagoner
Burnham
had owned and operated his own radio and TV repair busiMr.
Mrs. Linda McCallon Wagoner, 60, Mayfield, died Sunday, Dec. 21, ness for 37 years in Lowell, Ind. He had moved to Hamlin in 1973.
2003, at 11:59 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anita Manter Burnham,to whom he was
She was the daughter of the late Herman Buel McCallon and Fairra married May 1, 1941; two sons, Michael Burnham and wife, Lilda, Murray,
Brooks Edwards McCallon.
and Patrick Burnham and wife, Sandi, Houston,Texas; one cousin, Frances
Mrs. Wagoner was office manager for 42 years at Driver Motors, Handesty, St. Anne, Ill.; three grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; 26
Mayfield. She was a member of High Point Baptist Church, Mayfield, but foster children.
attended Trace Creek Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Born July 3, 1915, in Schneider; Ind., he was the son of the late Perry
.Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Melissa Wagoner Sullivan, Burnham_and Lorffda_Brapunell BurnhamPneAi_stgt,_Merle Novak, and
Owensboro, and Ms. Amanda Wagoner, Mayfield; one grandson, Nathan two brothers, Everett and Ernest Burnham, also preceded him in death.
Fulton, Mayfield; two stepgrandsons, Jason Hugh Sullivan and Kris Scott
Sullivan, both of Owensboro; one brother, Bill McCallon, Mayfield; sev- Ewin Grover Estes
•
eral relatives in Calloway County.
The funeral for Ewin Grover (Cherry Blossom) Estes will be today
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home,
Home, Mayfield. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Benton. The Rev. Willard Beasley will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Mayfield.
McDaniel Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Estes, 71, Benton, died Friday, Dec. 19, 2003, at 2 p.m. at Western
Billy G. Haneline
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The funeral for Billy G. Haneline will be today (Tuesday) at 1 p.m. in
Retired from Marco Paving, he was a member of Trinity Full Gospel
the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Phillip Reed will Church. An Army veteran, he served during the Korean Conflict.
officiate. Burial will follow in the Bazzell Cemetery in Calloway County.
His wife, Patsy M. Boaz Estes, and one son, Kenneth Wayne Estes, both
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
preceded him in death. He was the son of the late Wilson Estes and Lalah
Mr. Haneline, 58, Mayfield, a disabled Army veteran, died Sunday, Higgins Estes.
Dec. 21, 2003, at 8:30 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Patsy Gail Brown, Paducah; two
Preceding him in death was his mother, Virginia Sue Dick Haneline.
sons, Ronald Ewin Estes, Murray,and Terry Hayse Estes, Beaumont,Texas;
Survivors include his father, Cratus Haneline, and one brother, Bobby five grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
Haneline, both of Mayfield.

Midnight deadline sees 95
percent of Sept. 11 families
file with victim fund
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
midnight deadline for the families
of Sept. 11 victims to seek government compensation was marked by
a flurry of last-minute applications
from around the country and
exhausted exultation in a downtown
law office.
Just after the deadline expired
12:00 a.m. Tuesday, the fund's special master Kenneth Feinberg
leaned into a plain white easel while
an assistant in a neighboring office
called out the night's tally: 2,833 filings from the families of the dead,
and 3,624 from those claiming
injuries.
The official death toll was 2,976
in the 2001 terror attacks in New
York City, the Pentagon and
Pennsylvania, meaning 95 percent
of the families of those killed have
now filed with the government program.
To date, the average payment has
been $1.8 million, with the highest
award, $7.9 million, going to a
badly injured survivor.

"This has been a historic
response to a historic event," said
Feinberg. "I think the nation wanted
this program to work, not only to
show the country but the terrorists
as well that we are united."
Under fund rules, officials can
still accept any applications that are
received in the mail postmarked
Dec. 22 or earlier.
Feinberg and his staff have until
June 15 to pay compensation to all
those who qualify. Created by
Congress, the fund has already paid
out some $1.5 billion in tax-free
awards, and is expected to cost
about $3 billion in total. That is far
less than its original $6 billion estimated price tag.
Tuesday morning's numbers
mean fewer than 150 families of
those killed remain outside the fund,
including 73 who filed lawsuits
against the airlines and other U.S.
entities. Those who accept compensation from the fund are barred from
suing American companies and
agencies for negligence.

At Stone-Lang...hearing care is
more than a profession...
it is a commitment
to excellence!

Mrs. Dorothy Griffith
The funeral fot Mrs. Dorothy Griffith was Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Glynn Copeland, the
Rev. Spencer Pate and the Rev. Tony Steele officiated. Burial was in the
Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. Griffith, 82, Mayfield, died Thursday, Dec. 18, 2003, at 2:42 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Lonzo Griffith Sr., one granddaughter, one sister and one
brother all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Homer
Lee Peal and Iva M. Downs Peal.
Survivors include four sons, Jerry, John and Jackie Griffith, all of
Mayfield, and Loam Griffith Jr., Clewiston, Fla.; two sisters, Mrs. Robbie
McReynolds, Mayfield and Mrs. Virginia (Polly) Cottrell, Clarksville,
Tenn.; four brothers, Marcus and Bill Peal, both of Sedalia, Gene Peal,
Hazel, and Bobby Peal, Martin, Tenn.; nine grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Effie Reaves Robinson
The funeral for Mrs. Effie Reaves Robinson was Monday at noon in the
chapel of Britton Funeral Home, Manchester. Ken Bolin officiated. Burial
was in Manchester.
Mrs. Robinson, 75, Manchester, died Saturday, Dec. 20, 2003, at St.
Joseph Hospital, Lexington.
Survivors include her husband, Donald E. Robinson; two stepdaughters,
Susi Hall and Patty McCuiston, and one stepson, Danny Robinson, all of
Murray; three stepgrandchildren; three sisters, Mrs. Ann Howard,
Manchester, Mrs. Norma Jean Morgan, London, and Mrs. Uvalene
Childress, Vista, Calif.; two brothers, Larry Day and Carl Day, both of
Manchester.

(Wishin9 You

A CoaT Christmas!
We hope that
the holidays
find you
surrounded by
loved ones.
Thanks so much
for visiting us
this year.

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
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will be CLOSED
Christmas Eve, Dec. 24
and
Christmas Day, Dec. 25th
so that our employees may
spend time with their families.
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The funeral for Mrs. Vivian Parsons Rendleman will be today (Tuesday)
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Milner & On Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev.
Jamie Broome will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Immanuel Bst Church
Building Fund, P.O. Box 7067, Paducah, Ky., 42002-7067.
Mrs. Rendleman, 82, Lone Oak, died Saturday, Dec. 20, 2003, at 5:40
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband, Howard Jacob Rendleman, one sister and one brother all
preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Thomas Lloyd
Parsons and Maude Will Parsons.
Mrs. Randleman was a member of lnunanuel Baptist Church, Paducah.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Holly Rendleman 'Rudolph and
husband, Jim, Murray, and Mrs. Debra Rendleman Gammon and husband,
Tommy Smith, Jefferson, Ga.; one son, Richard Rendleman and wife,
Pamela, Brentwood, Tenn.; one granddaughter, Shelly Gilliam, Cadiz; two
grandsons, Brian Rudolph, Birmingham,Ala., and Jake Gammon,Jefferson,
Ga.; one brother, Max Parsons, Midland, Texas; primary care giver, Sharon
Miller, Benton.
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We will be open all day
New Year's Eve, Dec. 31
and we will be CLOSED
New Year's Day, Jan. 1.
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Vitki Oliver
We Special;ze in
06-1--...,,Elizabeth Davis
0
100% digital Completely4
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210 South 12th St.• Murray
"SINCE 1876 — A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"

MURRAY HOME
B AUTO
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Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
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Kelso named Rotary Student Anniversary.
of the Month for December

The following poem was featured on the cover
of the -book, "Balcony Piople":compiled by Joyce
Landorf. A copy was given to me by Martha
Moore, my Sunday School teacher. The author of
the poem is anonymous. It is as follows:
"I was hungry and you formed a humanities
club to discuss my hunger. Thank you.
I was imprisoned and you crept off quietly to
your chapel to pray for my release. Nice.
I was naked and in your mind you debated
the morality of my appearance. What good did
Jo's
do?
Datebook thatI was
sick and you knelt and thanked God for
By Jo Burkeen your health. But I
needed you.
Community
I was homeless and you preached to me of the
Editor
shelter of the love of God. I wish you'd taken
me home.
I was lonely and you left me alone to pray for
me. Why didn't you stay?
You seem so holy, so close to God; But I'm still very hungry,
lonely, cold and still in pain. Does it matter?"

•
Kara Kelso, a senior at Cal- Academy for tnglish and Music__
loway County High School, has and was voted "Most Dependable"
been named as Murray Rotary by her senior class.
She has also been nominated
Club Student of
the Month. She for the National Honors Society
is the daughter of and the National Youth Leaderand ship Forum on Defense, Intelligence
Jimmy
and Diplomacy.
Karen Kelso.
Kelso is a member of CCHS
Kelso plays
clarinet for the Beta Club, Student Council, NationLaker Band and al Science Honors Society, Felhas participated lowship of Christian Athletes and
in the district and Future Educators of America.
She is currently serving as secquad state bands.
Kelso
She also partic- retary for the National Science Honipated in the ors Society, secretary for the Future
KMEA Solo and Ensemble Festi- Educators of America and presival held at Murray State Univer- dent of the Laker Band Council.
Kelso participates in the Leadsity each year where she has earned
ership Tomorrow Program. She
many distinguished ratings.
Recently she was chosen to attends Sugar Creek Baptist Church
participate in the All-State con- where she participates in the Youth
cert band that will perform in Group.
After graduation Kelso plans to
February.
Kelso has been named for attend Murray State University and
National Honor Roll, Who's Who is considering majoring in eleAmong American High SehddrStu- mentary education.
dents, United States Achievement

re

Calloway Retired Teachers

Wednesday deadline to sign for class
/Master Clothing Volunteers Connie Talent, Jo Farley and Ann Cash
will have a morning and afternoon class for youth on Friday, Jan. 2,
from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office. Limited spaces are available. Youth must sign up for the
class by Wednesday, Dec. 24, by calling Talent at 753-9894 or Extension office at 753-1452. The extension office will closed Dec. 25
through Jan. I.

Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hudson
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton (Dick) Hudson of Benton will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 29, 2003.
A dinner is planned at Patti's Restaurant for the couple's immediate family.
The couple was married Dec. 29, 1953, in Corinth, Miss., with
Lyle Taylor, justice of the peace, officiating.
Their witnesses were Ross and Margaret Hudson, brother and sister-in-law of the groom', and Bryan Hudson, brother of the groom,
and Myrtie Calhoun who were married at the same time in a double ceremony.
Mrs. Hudson, the former Mable Taylor, is the daughter of the late
Clifford and Nina Taylor of Trigg County. She worked for many
years for the Department of Fish and Wildlife at Camp Currie.
Mr. Hudson is the son of the late G.C. and Eva. Mae Hudson of
- Trigg- -Cotuity; He-retired after .39- years with the- Kentueky Depanment of Fish and Wildlife at Camp Currie.
They have two children, Doris Lents of Paducah and Tammy Nanney of Benton, and one granddaughter, Natalie Lents of Paducah.

Simmons receives degree at MSU
Photo provided
Lanette Hunt, center, with Pat McMullin, left, present Linda
Feltner, right, a $50 bond donated by Heritage Bank as a
door prize at the recent Christmas party of the Calloway
County Retired Teachers Association.

Pamela Renee Simmons participated in Murray State University's
2003 December commencement on Dec. 13.
A magna cum laude graduation candidate, she received a bachelor
of social work degree.
She was one of 879 Murray State students who applied for degrees
at the end of the fall semester, making this the university's largest
mid-year commencement in the history of the school.
Simmons is married to Alan Simmons of Mayfield. Joanne Cohen
of Goodlettsville, Tenn., is her adopted mother.

Not lust About
Life Insurance

With best wishes and a world of gratitude
to all our dear friends.

• Long Term Care
•Annuities •Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance

Ryan Edwards

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL

New York Life
Insurance
Company

301 N. 121h S.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4646
1-800-592-3017
118 West Broadway
Mayfield, KY 42066
270-247-8747
1-800-457-1599

The Company You Keep
(270) 753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray

Call Now And Register
For January Enrollment!
Financial Aid
Available to
Qualified Applicants

Services offered
- to the Public:• Perms • Color • Cuts
• Highlighting & Tinting
• Waxing • Facials

CLASSES
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

• Manicures • Pedicures
• Sculptured Nails
('411 work done under the
supervision ofinstructors)

Ceismettilltogg Schtmil
ACCRED

504 Maple Street • Murray, KY

(270)-753-4723
"'MOOT ARTS

411111111
Special poem relates
the heart aches of people

BirthAnnouncement
Parker
Bennett
Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Brad Rogers of
Buchanan, Tenn., are the parents
of a son, Parker Bennett Rogers,
born on Thursday, Dec. 11, 2003,
at 5:56 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
three ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Mandy
Sampson. A sister is Madison
Rogers.
Grandparents are Mark and Darlene Bucy of Murray, Shirley and
Leon Rogers of Buchanan, Tenn.,
Gladys Cox of Paris, Tenn., and
Carolyn Sampson of McKenzie,
Tenn.

Murray Singles will meet tonight
Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will meet tonight. Dec. 23, at 7 p.m. at
Weaks Community Center. A Cookie and Candy Swap will be held.
This is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128 or Shirley at 753-6224.

Glendale service will be tonight
Glendale Church of Christ will have its mid-week service tonight,
Tuesday. Dec. 23, at 7 p.m. because of the Christmas holidays.

Christmas Eve service planned
First Christian Church will have a Christmas Eve Candlelight service on Wednesday, Dec. 24, at 8 p.m. The public is invited.

Methodists plan service
First United Methodist Church will have a Christmas Eve service
on Wednesday, Dec-: 24;at p:m. A Come and -Go -Communion will be from 8:15 to 9 p.m.

Presbyterians plan service
First Presbyterian Church will have its Communion Service on
Christmas Eve, Dec. 24, at 7 p.m.

Memorial Baptists plan service
Memorial Baptist Church will have a family prayer meeting in the
fellowship hall for all ages on Wednesday, Dec. 24, at 5:30 p.m.

Christmas Eve service planned
First Baptist Church will have its Christmas Eve service on Wednesday, Dec. 24, at 5 p.m. Persons are asked to note the change in time.

Lutherans plan services
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a Christmas Eve service at
7 p.m. Dec. 24, and a Christmas Festival Communion Service at 10
p.m. Thursday. Dec. 25.

Baseball camp scheduled
A Baseball Camp for youth between the ages of 9 to 18, led by
.
. 3, from 10 a.m. to
Mitch and Rick Grogan, will be Saturday, Jan
noon in the gym at Elm Grove Baptist Church, Highway 94 East,
Murray. For more information contact Joetta Kelly at 753-1854.

Bell ringers needed for the season
Kerry Lambert, chairman of Calloway County Service Unit of The
Salvation Army, has issued a need for volunteers to be at the kettle
and ring the bell at Wal-Mart. Needed are ringers for Dec. 23 from
3 to 9 p.m. and Dec. 24.,from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Workers can decide
how many hours they can ring. To volunteer call Lambert at 7621274, days, or 753-7265, nights.

Gift certificates for books available
Gift certificates for the book, "Lynn Grove-Harris Grove Family
History," are now available for those who would like to give them
for Christmas. The books, being published by the Calloway County
Genealogical Society, will arrive at a later date. For information call
Ruth Cole at 753-2718.

Pictorial History books available
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club has received
a shipment of the book, "Calloway County .Pictorial History." For
information call Lois Pharris at 759-4938.

AA meetings scheduled

Season s

Greetings

Alcoholics Anonymous (AM will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. on Wednesday, at
10 a.m. on Saturday and 4 p.m. on Sunday at the American Legion
Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. The only requirement
for attendance is a desire to stop drinking. For information call 4. 455675 or 759-4539.

to all our friends
and neighbors.
HOLIDAY HOURS:
Closed Christmas Eve
& Christmas Day
***
Open New Year's Eve
til 5 p.m.
Closed New Year's Day
***

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
710 Main'Street • 753-2288

The Yule Tree
"A Christmas Delight Year-Round"
yr

18-Inch Pre-Lit Trees
Reg.
$6.95

-OpenAtnit.=Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.• Sun:Nbon to 4 p.m.
Enjoy a cup of special blend wassail while you shop!
412 S. 12th Street (Across From The Murray Bank)• 753-9967
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North Elementary participate in international art project
Near the beginning of this school year, a
group of six North Elementary 5th graders started meeting every Tuesday to, work on an art
project. However, this wasn't -your ordinary' art
project. It was an international project with 6th
grade students from Yamada Elementary in
Japan.
The project was an exchange of computer
generated art images which the students shared.
The students used a computer painting program
to portray themselves and part of their environment.
Both North students and their Japanese
counterparts produced the computer generated
paintings. Then, they exchanged the images
through e-mail and critiqued each other's work.
The highlight of the project came on Friday,
Nov. 14. The North Elementary "Japan Ultra
Kids" met at Murray State University for an
interactive television session with students
from Japan. It was Sattirctay-MOrningltriapart-.
"It was the first time we got to meet," North
Elementary art teacher Sandy Sasso said. "We
had communicated by e-mail a couple of times,
but because everything had to be translated we
didn't get to do that very much. Plus, the kids
had been able to send pictures. However, this
was the first time to see each other live."
With a translator on each side of the continent to help the students, each child was given
a chance to make introductions and give a reaction to the artwork sent to them. Unfortunately,
time did not allow for to much discussion
Photo Provided
because the 1-TV session only lasted one hour.
North Elementary students chosen to participate in the Japan program prepare for
"We knew it would be a time squeeze," their I-TV session with Yamada Elementary. Participants were Marci Crouch, Hailey
Sasso said. "We had an agenda that was agreed Tubbs, Tisha Dawson, Patrick Kelly, Jonathan Edwards, and Travis Kim.
upon here and in Japan. Our kids were prepared
with their introduction and a reaction of the art- community and showed that to us. We were how much their kid had enjoyed this project
work of the students in Japan."
also able to make a PowerPoint presentation with the international connection," Sasso said.
Sasso feels the objectives of technology, culOne Japanese student showed himself in about Murray, Murray State, and the local
front of a Buddhist temple in the community of tobacco industry. We were able, with transla- ture, and art were met and exceeded. Plus, the
Yamada. Artwork like this allowed North tors right there, to share a little about the char- work done during the "Japan Ultra" project
aligned perfectly with state and national stanElementary students an opportunity to not only acter of each community represented."
review artwork, but learn about Japanese culSasso said the students worked very hard in dards.
ture.
"This is something they'll always rememthe short time given to make this project a sucber," Sasso said. "They'll always feel a con"One thing about the session that was inter- cess.
esting," Sasso said. "The Yamada students
"Many of the parents made a point to tell me nection to Japanese culture."
their
made a PowerPoint presentation about

Photos Provided

Both local school districts received contributions from Briggs
and Stratton for technology studies. Above, Dale Reid,
Superintendent of Schools for Murray Independent School
District, accepts a check from Rodney Bohannon, Briggs &
Stratton Plant Manager. for $2.500 which will be directed
toward technology and computer equipment. Larry Salmon,
Superintendent of Schools. Calloway County School District,
bottom photo, accepts a check from Bohannon for $3,800 to be
used to enhance technology programs for high school students and also scholarships for students to take job certification exams.

Milk machines arrive at local districts

Photo Provided

Officers for the 6th grade Beta Club at Calloway County
Middle School are President-Austin Miles, Vice PresidentWhitney Gardner, Secretary-Ali Love, and Treasurer-Reid
McDaniel. Sponsors are Judy Overbey and Marianne Scott.
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BY JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The arrival of milk vending
machines caused a large stir in both
the Calloway County and Murray
Independent school districts early
this month.
The machines have been brought
into the systems in an attempt to
give students at Murray High
School and Murray Middle School,
along with Calloway County High
School and Calloway Middle
School a healthier beverage choice
compared to soda. It is part of the
system's joint effort to curb childhood obesity, which has become a
rather large problem across the
nation.
However, at MHS, while its
machine is seen as providing its students a chance for better health, it
also has meant a golden learning
opportunity for the Banking &
Finance class of teacher Amy
McDowell. Basically, they are
going to handle the machine from
the business end.
"We are giving them more
responsibilities with this, butt think
they'll do fine. It seems like the
more responsibilities you do give
them, the better they perform," said
McDowell whose students will be
the ones to remove the money from

the machines periodically and store
it, as well as order new drinks when
the machines begin getting low on
products. "I think the students have
proven they can be trusted. Most of
them are also involved with our
Tiger Bank here, so they handle
money on a regular basis."
Most, if not all of the 14 students
that will cover the financial matters
with the machine are Tiger Bank
employees who received their banking positions by undergoing extensive job interviews. McDowell said
that is all part of trying to make this
experience as similar as possible to
what they will face in the future.
"We've got a lot who plan to
major in business when they get to
college, and that's something I have
discussed with them. This is scholarship material. It's good stuff," she
said, explaining that the idea for the
students to run the machine was that
of Principal Teresa Speed.
"When I was in contact with (the
school nurses of the respective systems), it was decided that we, the
school, would be responsible for
running them. So, out of that. I got
the idea for the students to do that.
and Amy was very receptive,"
Speed said. "Plus, Mrs. McDowell
is always looking for real-life experiences for her students, so I figured

JOHN WRIGHT! Ledger 8. Timi•

MHS teacher Amy McDowell, left, and Principal Teresa Speed
discuss the benefits of the schools new milk machine.
something that might give
this
them a little more. And Mrs.
McDowell really cares about her
students and what they do with their
projects, so I thought this vk as a
great opportunity for everybody

in
Speed also said the running of
the machine by the students will be
a program as part of the school's
Future Business Leaders of Amefica
club.
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All
w Christmas
OFF Merchandise

Merry Christmas from the staff of..

Starts Friday at 9 a.m.!

Eyecare Specialties

Red Barn

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th Si. -• Muriair • 759-2500
AI&

Gift Shoppe
Hwy.94 West
435-4770
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Wheichel, MSU
knock off NAIA
Tigers, 78-64
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — Senior
forward Antione Whelchel led four
Murray State players in double
figures as the Racers moved to
9-1 on the season with a 78-64
win over NAIA power Georgetown College Monday afternoon
at the Petersen Events Center.
"Antione Whelchel played well
for us today," noted MSU head
coach Mick Cronin during a postgame interview. "Antione's been
living a little too much behind
the 3-point line, and that's probably a little bit of our fault as a
coaching staff.
-We had •a talk about that, and
Antione did a great job of attacking the basket (Monday). If he's
attacking the basket, we're a much
more effective team on the offensive end," he added.
The Racers, off to their best
10-game start since opening the
1998-99 season 9-1, finished the
Pittsburgh Holiday Classic with a
3-1_ record. The lone loss came
to undefeated and nationally-ranked
Pittsburgh on Saturday night.
"I'm very happy with it," Cronin
said of the Racers' 9-1 start. "I'm
extremely pleased with the way
we rebounded and bounced back
from the loss to Pittsburgh.
"Our kids handled some criticism from me and my staff, but
it wa-s really more Coaching than'
criticism. The kids took the experience and learned-from it."
Whelchel was 7-of-8 from the
field as MSU shot 59.2 percent from
the field on 29-of-49 shooting.
Junior guard Adam Chiles added
14 points on 5-of-6 shooting from
the field, while senior guard Kevin
Paschel chipped in with 12 points
and three assists.
Senior forward Cuthbert Victor
had another stellar night with 10
points on 4-of-5 shooting, while

.

Wildcats
vs. Eastern
.
Date:
Tip: 7 pin CST
Site: Rupp Arena,
Lexington. Ky
Series record: UK
leads 7-0
meeting:
Last
Kentucky 94, Eastern Kentucky 79,
Dec 5, 2000, in
Lexington
Coaches: Travis Ford (28-60, fourth season. 95-91, sixth season overall), Eastern Kentucky; Tubby Smith (170-47, seventh season, 294-109, 13th season overall), Kentucky
Radlo/Takivision: University of Kentucky
Television Network, with Rob Bromley
and Martin Newton, University of Kentucky Radio Network, with Tom Leach,
Mike Pratt and Dave Baker
Probable Starting Lineups:
Eastern Kentucky: F-Michael Haney,
12 7 ppg, 7.6 rpg, F-Jon Bentley, 96
ppg, 5 1 rpg; F-Charles Slaughter, 5.9
ppg, 39 rpg; G-Matt Will, 13 7 ppg, 1.9
mg. G-Ben Rushing, 5.9 ppg, 0.6 rpg.
Kentucky: F-Erik Daniels, 15.8 ppg, 6.5
rpg. F-Chuck Hayes, 13.7 ppg, 10.7 rpg;
G-Kelenna Azubuike, 10.5 ppg, 5.5 rpg;
G-Clif1 Hawkins, 11 ppg, 6.8 rpg; G-Geraid Fitch, 18 ppg, 4.2 rpg.

RACERS 78,
Georgetown (Ky.) 64

GEORGETOWN (8-4)
Silverhorn 6-10 1-1 16, Downing 1-3 0-2
2, Surgaiski 6-9 4-4 16, Williams 4-17 00 9, Baker 3-11 0-0 8, Johnson 1-1 3-5
5, HIM 2-4 0-2 4, Owens 1-1 0-02. Schueller
0-2 0-0 0, Wilson 0-2 2-2 2. Totals 24-60
10-16 64.
MURRAY STATE (9-1)
Victor 4-5 2-2 10, Whelchel 7-8 1-1 16,
Brown 4-6 0-0 8, Paschel 5-11 0-1 12.
Chiles 5-6 3-6 14. Wolf 0-0 0-0 0. Hornig
1-1 0-0 2, Jones 1-6 2-2 5, Witherspoon
0-1 2-2 2. Shumate 2-5 3-4 9. Totals 2949 13-18 78
Halftime — Murray St., 45-31. 3-PoInt
goals — Georgetown. Ky. 6-21 (Sitverhorn
3-6, Baker 2-5, Williams 1-7, Downing 01, Schueller 0-2), Murray St. 7-14 (Paschel
2-3, Shumate 2-3, Chiles 1-1, Whelchel 12. Jones 1-5). Fouled out — None.
Rebounds — Georgetown, Ky. 39 (Surgaisto 10), Murray St. 25 (Victor 9). Assists
— Georgetown, Ky. 13 (Williams, Johnson
4), Murray St. 20 (Shumate 4). Total fouls
— Georgetown, Ky. 21, Murray SL 18.
Technical — Georgetown bench. A — 652.

pulling down a team-high nine
rebounds to go with thno,assists
and two blocked shots.
Murray raced out to a 45-31
halftime lead over Georgetown (84) behind a 14-0 run midway
through the first half.
After the Tigers pulled to within three points (23-20) with 10:24
to go, the Racers scored the next
14 points over a stretch of 3:17
to make it 37-20 with 5:58 left.
Whelchel led the way for MSU
in the run with five points, while
-Chiles and seni-orguard -Rick Jones
had three points each.
In the second half_Georgetown
pulled to within seven at -50-43
with 13:50 left, but the Racers
answered as Paschel hammered
home a trey with 13:32 to go to
spark a 17-6 run to put the game
away.
MSU held Georgetown to just
40 percent from the field on 24of-60 shooting, while also turning
23 Tiger turnovers into 25 points.
"We came out extremely aggres-

Smith:
Wildcats
can be
better
KEITH SRAKOCICAP

Senior forward Cuthbert Victor, shown here blocking Pittsburgh's Jaron Brown (4) in last
Saturday's loss to the Panthers, scored 10 points, pulled down nine rebounds, dished out
three assists and blocked two shots during the Racers' 78-64 victory over Georgetown
College Monday afternoon in Pittsburgh, Pa.
sive on the offensive and defensive ends of the floor. We had 28
deflections at halftime," said
Cronin."We really wanted to guard
against the 3-point shot because
we knew that's how we could get
upset against Georgetown.
"If we had rebounded the ball
today, we'd have won by 30. But
that didn't happen. Georgetown is
a tough, scrappy ball club, and
I've got to give them credit for
coming at us."

The Racers were 7-of-14 from
behind the 3-point _line, led by
Paschel and senior forward Chris
Shumate as each finished 2-of-3
from behind the arc. Shumate also
finished with a team-high four
assists and two steals.
Murray will take a break to
observe the Christmas holiday
before returning to the court on
Sunday at Delaware State. Tip-off
between the Racers and Hornets
is set for I p.m. (CST) in Dover,

Del.
"The guys will have a few days
off, and they'll return to Murray
on Christmas night for practice,"
Cronin said.
"We've got Delaware State coming up on the 28th, and that'll be
a tough game for us on the road.
They've beaten Wagner already
this year, and it'll certainly be a
formidable test for us, especially
on the road after the Christmas
break."

Pitino wants focus on VMI

MARCIO JOSE SANCHEZ/AP

OB Brett Favre. right, is hugged by teammate Rob
Davis after the Packers' final touchdown of the game
against the Raiders Monday in Oakland, Calif. The
Packers won 41-7. a day after the death of Favre's
father, Irvin Favre.

Favre plays; leads Pack
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
With the same sure hands that
caught a touchdown pass
moments earlier, Wesley Walls
caught Brett Favre in mid-leap.
He held the quarterback high
above the turf, celebrating the
start of the Green Bay Packers' blowout win.
That kind of support from
his teammates kept Favre with
the Packers a day after his
father's death — and his spectacular performance lessened the
pain for at least an evening.
Favre passed for 399 yards
and four touchdowns, moving
into se-concT place in NFL history for career TD passes while

leading the Packers to a 41-7
victory over the Oakland Raiders
on Monday night.
On one of the longest days
of his life, Favre had one of
the most prolific games of his
13-season career. Irvin Favre
died of a heart attack Sunday
night while driving near his son's
hometown of Kiln, Miss.
After speaking at an emotional team meeting hours later,
Brett decided to stay for the
game.
"I knew that my dad would
have wanted me to play," Favre
said. "I didn't expect this kind
of -perforrnance, but I know he
was watching tonight."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- Tuesday's game bigger — in a improvement going into Saturday's
Louisville coach Rick Pitino wants way — than Saturday's matchup game."
his team to do one thing in Tues- at Rupp Arena.
Specifically, Pitino wants the
day's game against. VMI.
"If you lose to Kentucky, Flori- Cardinals to refine their defense
Think Keydets before Cats.
da, Cincinnati or Memphis, your against the Keydets, who are averThe 20th-ranked Cardinals (5- RPI does not get hurt," Pitino aging more than 21 turnovers per
1) have their said. "If you lose to VMI or some- game.
annual
show- one you're supposed to beat — if
"I'm trying to get the guys to
down
with there is such a thing — that kills treat every possession as a differarchrival Ken- you. You don't recover from those ent battle," Pitino said. "Don't surtuck's on Satur- things."
render any possessions — whether
day, but Pitino
The Keydets(2-6) have lost three it's in transition, whether it's gethas warned his of their last four and even Pitino ting back with your press, whether
team about looking past Tuesday's acknowledged that if the Cardi- you're playing zone — whatever
supposedly inferior opponent.
nals play with intensity, they should- you're playing, don't surrender,
"In this game, if you're not n't have much trouble.
make it difficult."
mentally prepared, anyone can beat
But he also wants his team to
Pitino criticized his team's 3anyone," Pitino said Monday. "You avoid a flat performance five days point defense in Saturday's 80-63
see it every single night. We're before its biggest game of the win over Austin Peay. The Govjust trying to not let that happen year.
ernors made 20 baskets — nine
to us."
"What I'm looking for is not of them from 3-point range.
Chances are, it won't.
"It was just more inactivity of
so much who we're playing, but
VMI is 304th out of 326 Divi- improvement to go into the next the players and we didn't switch
sion I-A teams in the latest Rat- game," he said. "If we take a step out correctly," he said. "By and
ings Percentage Index, a comput- back in our offensive and defen- large, it was a lack of paying
erized ranking system used by the sive execution, it will concern me. attention to the scouting report
NCAA tournament selection com- If we go into this game with a than it was a deficiency."
mittee to seed teams.
The Cardinals rank second in
professional attitude and keep the
Louisville is ranked 21st in the great defense and play fundamen- the nation in blocked shots, averRPI and Pitino said that makes tal basketball, we'll make more aging 8.7 per game.

A-Rod on hold; Lopez to Orioles
NEW YORK (AP) — If Texas owner Tom Hicks
sticks to his plan, Alex Rodriguez will know by
Tuesday night whether he'll be with the Rangers or
Red Sox next season.
There was little indication Monday whether Texas
and Boston were still discussing the trade that would
send Rodriguez, the AL MVP. to the Red Sox for
outfielder Manny Ramirez.
Red Sox president Larry Lucchino proclaimed the
trade "dead" Thursday, blaming the players' association for rejecting the changes to A-Rod's contract
that Boston had proposed. On Sunday, Hicks set a
5 p.m. Tuesday deadline for the deal.
On Monday, in response to an e-mail from The
Associated Press, Red Sox owner John Henry did
not alter his team's position or say that his club
would contact the Rangers before the deadline.
If the transaction is to be revived, Henry said,
"I don't believe there are any public statements I
could make that would be helpful to the process
other than to say that although there have been disagreements, I tieliesielhe principals involved on all
sides have had good intentions thus far."
Rodriguez's agent. Scott Boras, thinks Tuesday's

deadline was the final one.
"Tom Hicks told me he's setting forth his plan
for 2004 beginning Wednesday," Boras said. "He
said the team needed to make moves and put their
marketing plan together." Meanwhile, Javy Lopez became
the latest star to migrate to the
AL East.
Lopez agreed to sign with Baltimore a week after shortstop Miguel
Tejada, the 2002 AL Most Valuable Player, got a $72 million, sixyear contract from the Orioles. Baltimore also had been talking with
Ivan Rodriguez, but opted to go
with Lopez, who hit .328 for Atlanta
Lopez
last season with 43 homers and
109 RBIs, both career highs
"Javy was the targeted guy that we were looking at in the process, and he's thrilled to be aboard,"
Orioles vice president Mike Flanagan said.
Flanagan said negotiations will continue through
the holidays with the agent of outfielder Vladimir
Guerrero.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Despite Kentucky's record-setting
80-41 blowout over Indiana last
Saturday, Coach Tubby Smith said
his team is far from reaching its
full potential.
Smith disputed comments from
junior forward Chuck Hayes that
the Wildcats second-half performance against the Hoosiers resembled the defensive dominance last
year's team -often displayed during its 26-game winning streak.
"Way off-base," Smith said
Monday of Hayes' comparison. "I
saw something different from a
coach's perspective. I am more
concerned about our complete execution."
The second-ranked Wildcats (60) handed the Hoosiers the most
lopsided defeat in the 47-game
series between the border rivals.
Smith said the win gave his
team a "false sense of accomplishment" heading into Tuesday's
game against Eastern Kentucky
(3-4).
"It was a comfortable win, but
there are a lot of things we need
to improve on," Smith said. "They
(Indiana) aren't as bad as we made
them seem in the second half. I
think it was a combination of us
playing well and them not playing well. We've got to continue
getting that improvement, especially from our younger players."
The Colonels will offer an ideal
tuneup for Saturday's showdown
with No. 20 Louisville (5-1) at
Rupp Arena, Smith said.
Eastern Kentucky is coached
by former Kentucky guard Travis
Ford, who played for Cardinals'
coach Rick Pitino.
"They're a good balanced team
and they really get after you in
the full-court and in the halfcourt," Smith said of the Colonels.
"They're an extension of Travis.
That's the way Travis used to
play.
"They're high-octane — always
attacking, both offensively and
defensively."
Ford will be making his second appearance at Rupp Arena as
coach of the Colonels. He lost
94-79 to Kentucky in 2000.
"We were outmanned, but our
guys played very, very hard," Ford
said. "When you go against teams
that are obviously more talented,
deeper, bigger, stronger, faster and
quicker, you've just got to rely
on playing hard and playing smart."
Ford has few emotions about
returning to Rupp, where he starred
for the Cats from 1992-94, finishing eighth on Kentucky's alltime assist list.
"My mind is more focused on
the game and how we're going
to stay in the game with Kentucky," said Ford, in his fourth
season in Richmond. "You don't
have time to get nervous or get
butterflies. I just hope we can
compete, represent our university
well, our basketball program well
and take advantage of the opportunity to play in one of the greatest college or any basketball arenas in the country."
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Ohio Valley Conference Basketball Roundup
•SEMO tops North Texas

SEC squads stop Golden Eagles, Gamecocks
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -Brandon Crump scored 20 points
and John Winchester added a
career-high 13 points to help Tennessee beat Tennessee Tech 7961 Monday night.
The Volunteers (6-1) ttailed
twice in the :first half but never
relinquished the lead after starting the second half with a 15-5
run.
The Golden Eagles (5-4) kept
trying to cut the lead but could
only get as close as 13 after
halftime.
Tennessee, which shot 50.8 percent from the field, led by five
points at halftime after fighting
hard to stay ahead.
The Golden Eagles took a 2220 lead with 9:59 left in the first
half on Jenkins' basket, but Tennessee went on a 13-2 run to
take its higest lead of the half.
Chattanooga 74,
Tennessee St. 70
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— Jason Rogan scored 23 points
for Chattanooga and Ashley Champion made three free throws in
the last seconds in a 74-70 victory Monday night over Tennessee
State.
Lnattanodgh 16-4) trailed 4134 at halftime but took the lead
for good 52-50 with 10:07 left
on a layup by Mindaugas Katelynas.
Tennessee State (1-9) closed
to 71-70 with 12 seconds left on
a layup by Roshaun Bowens, who
finished with 18 points.
Champion then made 3-of-4 free
throws to close out the scoring.

Garrett Richardson led Tennessee State with 21 points and
Bruce Price had IS.
Memphis 63, Samford 62
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) —Antonio Burks scored 20 points and
assisted on Sean Bankst--winning
basket with 19 seconds left Monday night as Memphis escaped
with a 63-62 victory over Samford.
Banks' 3-pointer with 1:33
remaining completed a comeback
for the Tigers (6-2), who trailed
by 54-47 with 5:28 remaining.
The Bulldogs (4-5) had a couple of chances to tie or take the
lead after Banks' basket on the
feed from Burks. But Smith missed
the front end of a 1-and-1 with
4.6 seconds left, and Samford
couldn't get a shot after Banks
missed a pair of free throws with
3.5 seconds to play.
Phillip Ramelli led Samford
with 23 points, shooting 9-of-12
from the field, scoring inside and
on a erpr, aiitrt
ben
p ihnete con ectedrs
-s
of: 3a
out
Robert
added 13 for the Bulldogs, including 10 in the first half.
Mississippi
Jacksonville State 56
OXFORD, Miss. tAP) — Justin
Reed regained his scoring touch
and Mississippi extended its winning streak.
Reed scored 21 points and
Mississippi pulled away in the final
five minutes Monday for a 6456 victory over Jacksonville State.
The senior forward, who averages 18 points and 10 rebounds,
had scored only 11 points in his

previous two contests.
Reed broke out of his minislump by going 8-for-12 from the
field while adding a game-high
seven rebounds and three assists
for the Rebels (5-3) Aaron Harp- 1
er-added 14--pointsi hitting 7-for9 from the free throw line!.
James Denson had 18 points,
including 12 in the first half, to
lead the Gamecocks (5-4).
Jacksonville State was within
47-46 with 5:49 left.
The Rebels outscored Jacksonville State 17-10 down the
stretch to win their third straight
game.
Ole Miss opened the second
half with an 8-0 run. Reed's
jumper capped the run with 17:30
left and Jacksonville State never
led again.
SE Missouri 75,
North Texas 68
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.(AP)
— Brandon Griffin scored 17
points and Southeast Missouri
State rallied from a 13-point deficit
as the Indians defeated North Texas
75-68 on Monday.
Dainmon Gonner added 15.
points and eight rebounds for the
Ohio Valley Conference's Indians
(6-3)--who shot 71--percent from
the field — 17 of 24 — in the
second half and had a 16-0 run.
Derek Winans and Brett Hale
each had 14 points for Southeast.
Shawnson Johnson had 16
points and eight rebounds for the
Sun Belt Conference's Mean Green
(4-5), who led 35-24 at halftime.
Jerome Rogers added 13 points.
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Morehead
State's Marks
OVC player
of the week

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP) —
\1orehead State's Chez Marks was
named the Ohio Valley Conference's player of the week after
he scored 35 points in a win over
Kentucky Christian.
The senidr guard hit his first
10 attempts from,tbc-flocr bcforc
missing a 3-point try and finished
the game with a 14-of-15 effort.
His shooting performance ranks
first nationally among single-game
outings through Dec. 15, according to the OVC.
Tennessee-Martin's Justin Smith
was the conference's newcomer
of the week after he had six 3pointers in a win over Mississippi Valley State. The junior guard
was six of nine from behind the
arc and made all but one of seven
free throw attempts.
Tennessee State's Bruce Price
was rookie of the week. The freshman guard rebounded from an
injury with a season-high 29 points
in Tennessee State's loss at Colorado. Price had sat out the Tigers'
game two days earlier with a
strained back.

Stale Auto

Cr
,
goluia.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Van Haverstock

PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD
The Women $ Top Twenty Ftve
By The Associated Press
• Re P.*
Record
1
• Connecticut.(45)
8-0 1,172
2 Tennessee (2)
7-0 1 116
2
4
11-0 1.055
3 Texas Tech
3
4 Duke
7-1
1 050
10-1
5
996
5 Texas
8-1
8
885
6 Purdue
7 Minnesota
882
8-0
9
7-1
12
810
8 LOuiSraina Tech
7
793
7-2
Stanford
9
7-2
6
10 Penn St
789
11
11 Kansas St
7-2
686
7-2
10
12 Georgia
650
14
551
13 Colorado
8-1
15
14 North Carolina
545
9-1
15 Oklahoma
494
8-1
13
t
447
16 Virginia Tech
8-0
16
17 LSU
8-2
399
7-1
18
18 Ohio St
369
19 TCU
229
81
22
23
161
9-2
20 Auburn
20
147
5-3
21 DC Santa Barbara
136
10-1
22 DePaul
19
7-3
126
23 Utah
8-1
24
116
24 Michigan St
25
104
8-1
25 Boston College
Others receiving votes: Vanderbilt 92, Oregon
76, Washington 73 George Washington 62
Baylor 52, Old Dominion 50 Villanova 49 Rut
gers 42, Arizona 17. Miami 13 Florida 9
Clemson 8 Nebraska 7. Virginia 6 Notre
Dame 5 SW Missouri St 4 Idaho I South
Carolina 1

Top Trent, Five
By The Associated Press
Pt. Pvs
Record
1
1 636
8-1
1 Connecticut (211
2
5-0 1,614
2. Kentucky (25)
1 539
3
8-1
3 Duke
5
10-0 I 479
4 Georgia Tech (161
7
5-1
1 364
5 Arizona (2)
/-0
9
292
1
6 Stanford 12)
8-0 1 275
7 01.1ahOrna
14
1 264
7-0
8 Wake Forest (1)
4
1 162
6-1
9 North Carolina
II
8-0 1 084
10 Saint Joseph s
10
1 044
41
11 Missourl
6
962
6-2
12 Kansas
788
15
6-2
13 Florida
771
16
6-0
14 Cincinnati
13
7-2
726
15 Gonzaga
18
634
10-0
16 Pittsburgh
19
17 Syracuse
5-1
820
11
573
5.2
18 Texas
7-1
22
530
19 Wisconsin
20
513
5-1
20. Louisville
21
21 111400.5
342
6-2
17
284
8-2
22 Purdue
24
224
9-0
23 Dayton
6-2
203
25
24 Maryland
—
130
8-0
25 Vanderbilt
Others receiving votes: Marquette 100. Missis
sppi St 61, Providence 34, BYU 27, Florida St
23, Iowa 17, LSU 16, Virginia 15, South Carol:
la 12, Michigan St 11, Texas Tech 11
Creighton 9, Colorado 7, Oklahoma St 5, Utah
5 Boston College 4, N C Slate 4, Rhode Island
3 Boise St 2 Lafayette 2 Sk4U 2 Detrort 1
UCLA 1
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Rivers sets bowl passing record in win
Rivers threw for scores of 6,
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP) — North
Carolina State quarterback Philip 14, 3, 40 and 21 yards.
"We felt there were a lot of
Rivers had a feeling early on during the Tangerine Bowl that his holes right behind the linebackoffense was going to produce ers," Rivers said. "That's where
we ,attacked. early. .and it got.us
against -Kansas.,
"You never do know if you're rolling."
North Carolina State finished
going to blow the doors wide open
and just be hitting on ei`gerything," ---WilW-W5-3 yards of offense, an-0er-Rivers said. "But we felt coming age of 9.3 yards per play, and 34
in there were going to be some first downs — all Tangerine Bowl
records.
opportunities for big plays."
"We didn't get anything done."
With the Atlantic Coast ConKansas coach Mark Mangisaid
leadyear
the
of
player
ference's
ing touchdown drives on the first no, who couldn't lead the school
three possessions, the Wolfpack beat to its first winning record since
Kansas 56-26 on Monday night. 1995. "We did not play well on
He passed for five touchdowns defense at all. We should tackle
and 475 yards — both Tangerine better, we should cover better, we
Bowl records — while complet- should play the run better."
The Jayhawks (6-7) surrendered
ing 37 passes on 45 attempts.
North Carolina State (8-5) never 30 plays of 10 or more yards,
let up after jumping out to a 21- and gave up 40 points for the
7 lead.. By the end of the first fifth time this season.
After four stellar seasons leadquarter, Rivers already had 168
yards passing and all 20 of his ing the Wolfpack, Rivers is off to
the NFL
yards rushing. -
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SCOTT AUDETTE/AP

NC State quarterback Philip
Rivers cheers the defense in
the fourth quarter of the Tangerine Bowl against Kansas
Monday in Orlando, Fla.
Rivers set a Tangerine Bowl
passsing record, throwing for
475 yards and five touchdowns.
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The [ourdes Sleep Disorder Centers can help you get a

GOOD NIGHT'S SITEP...

JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS...

JOHN DEERES FOR THE KIDS!
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Sleep disorders contribute to:
• Over 40,000 cardiovascular
deaths annually
• Hypertension
• Depression
• Motor vehicle accidents
• Work performance issues
Over 70 million Americans have
sleep disorders, most of which
are undiagnosed and untreated.

Pr
/ LOURDES
wr
www.lourdes-pad.org

The Lourdes Sleep
Disorder Centers...
• The region's only accredited
sleep disorder centers
• Accredited by the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine
• The region's established
authority on sleep disorders
• All polysomnographic
technologists are
respiratory therapists

PADUCAH
1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42003

MURRAY
218 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Phone 270-444-2660

Phone 270-753-7848

1-800-633-1178

Call today for a free sleep evaluation

• •
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TV Listings published daily
A-Chaer
rt B-Murray Electnc
C-Mechac Om D-GaLs

TUESDAY EVENING
A BCD 7:00
8 Rules
=2 2

=33 Q3

8 Rules

-MC 4 4

Morgan

F CBS CIO
VIPSD-NBC

tin With

Jim

Guardian -I3ig Coa

6 Morgan

Whoop It 1T1ltHappy

7 8 Rules

Im With

7 7

3 '70s Show Simple

WOTV UM 10 17

30 One

All of Us

KFVS-CBS 012 12 12 Home/Holiday
17 83 281 Brkthrgh
5 11 Media

=300
ESPN
ESPN2

LIFE
USA

Tonight Show (N)I

Late Night iln Sterec

News

Tonight Show (N)I

70s Show , Will-Grace Simpsons Frasier I King

Rock Me 7Girl-

To Be Announced

Blind Date 5th Wheel Harvey

Guardian Big Coal"

Judging Amy 1..x

News 1I

News (In Stereo)I

Becker X Will-Grace Osbourne Show

Bookclub Masterpiece Theatre The Forsyte Saga" I
Gilmore Girls I

WTBS
OON

Secrets of the Dead

Lost Empires

Ky Life

Paid Prog. Ripley

One Tree Hill I

i Road Rule

NFL Live SportsCenter Lye- ti
SportsCenter )L,ve• I
26 8 College Football: Fort Worth Bowl-- Boise State A Texas Christian
Fastbreak Streetball NFL Live NFL Great
College Basketball Illinois at Missouri. (Live) Season N
25 30 25•Strongest Man
Video Clash
OsRich Girls Osbournes Christmas OsPunk'd
Punk d
24 Rich Girls Rich Girls Punk d
49

24

29 41 MO You Thinking/

*** "Wdy Wooira arid the Cnocoia e Factory" Movie: 'Jack Frost"I

Movie: ** • Call Me Claus 2001I

You Thinking?

Urban Legends

Urban Legends

Golden
30 52 31 31 Nanny / Nanny I Movie: ** -Unlikely Angel 0996, Drama)I Golden
Order
&
Law
I
Fantasy)
(1996.
"Oragonneatt"
itir'-x
Movie:
5
32 51 49
Law & Order

44 33 30 23 Star Trek Gen.

NICK

Ebmidate Street

Hope for the Holidays Perfect Gift

Missions Dukes
News

Paid Prog. ;Paid Prog.

Harvey

Late Show Lir) Stereo( Friends! Late Late Show 4_

SPIKE

FAM

Becker I Paid Prog. ;Drew

ldoi Christmas

Family

Holy-

Sallied

Mystery of the Three Marvin Hamlischs

HGTV

A&E

Late Night In Stereo) Last Call

Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live
Served

Movie: *** Shenandoah. 1965, Drama)'NFT !Movie: *** -The Far Country !,19551'NR'
Third Watch I
35 35 44 27 Biography: Stewart 1Cold Case Files 1
Club (N)I
700
Whose?
Whose?
X
Drama)
(1998.
36 53 36 2 Movie: "A Chance of Snow"
Roseanne
Roseanne
Cosby
Cosby
Hse,
Full
Hse.
Full
37 22 24 4 Oddpar- Rocket
Design
Design
Designers
Designers
Design
43 36 18
Decorat- Sensible
Outer

AMC

Last Call

News #

Mathison Your Day Life Today Today

IlIj]27 39 14 Law & Order ft
LC

Sank*,

Law & Order

College Basketball: Ken at E Ken

10

WDKA WB 22

Jimmy Kimmel Live

Nighnine Serdeld

Judging Amy #

Independent Lens It News

038010 NBA Basketball: &Hs at Nets

INSP

Friends ti Friends I Nighdine Jimmy KIMMOI Live

Late Show In Stereol Entertain Late Late Show tr_

Less Than Line of Fire (In Stereo) News

Jim

Christmas at Belmont Marvin Hamlisch's

$
= 3
KBSI-Fox 9 9

GN

Less Than Line of Fire .ir Stereo) News

Jim

Less Than Line of Fire - S'erec News I
News
Ur* & Order
Whoop I Frasier .if Happy

Im With

HomeiHoliday

an 6

DEC. 23, 2003
10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

9:30

9:00

8:30

8:00

7:30

Grim Adv. 'Dexter

Pokemon Jackie

Coden-

Cold

Forensic

Forensic

Dead Zone X

Nash Bridges I

Any Day

Cold Case Files I

Biography: Stewart

Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Paid Prog.

Extreme

Cosby

Cosby

3's Co.

Cheers

Outer

Decorat-

Sensible

Design

AP Photo

Blind Date Blind Date Blind Date Real TV

Three-month-old Aidan Tedesco of Omaha, Neb., center, sleeps in his stroller amidst a crush of
shoppers waiting in line to meet Santa, at the Oakview Mall in Omaha, Neb., Monday.

Movie: **'2 "E0N"(1999) X

Movie:, -Fair Game'(1995) Cindy Crawford

52 26 21 13 Movie: **'1 "EDP((1999(Marne* McCortaughey. X
65 32 50

Urban Legends
Mad

Movie: *it* "Shenandoah '(1965. Drama)'NP•

34 58 29

Movie: -Creech & Chong s Next Movie'i1980'1 Extreme

Urban Legends
Nanny X Nanny -IC_

lnuyasha Big 0

Samurai

Futurama Family

Cold

NYPD Blue Ir Stereo) System

Cowboy

Reign

Forensic

Forensic

COURT

66 61

BET
CMTV

67 39UU Parkers I Parkers I Coming to the Stage Comicvieve
Cmas-Cowboy
Greatest Men of Country Music
60)4(

HBO

Ea 71 51

(5.45) Movie

MAX

715 72 54

Movie: *** "Star Trek First Contact"(1996)

SHOW

30 73 52

DISN

78 31 57

Movie: 'Orange C,ounty"(CO2) X Movie: "Jeepers Creepers"(2001) Movie it** Black Rain"(1989, Drama) R X Movie. 'Jude (19'96)
Boy World Recess X
Sister
Even
Proud
Boy World Kim
Move: *** "Tarzan"(1999, Adventure) G'I Sister

System

News

40 Greatest Men of Country Music
Angels in America X Movie: Two Weeks No ice"(2002) Real Sex

Movie: ***li "Adaptat on."(2002)'R X

705

Movie: "Married to the Mob"t1988) Movie: ** -'1969"(1988) Robert Downey J

HBO2

152

Sex & City Sex & City Movie: **1'2 -Beautiful Girls"(1996)'R' X

5:30

A BCD 5:00
WKRN-ABC 2 2
WSIL-ABC

3 3 3

WSMV-NBC, 4 4
WTVF-CBS 5

6:30

Good Morning America I

News

News

News

News
News

Today (In Stereo) X

News

News

WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 AgDay

News I News I

WBBJ-ABC 7 7

AgDay

7 News

WNPT-PBS 8 8
Berens- BodyE- Mr
t
BSI-Fox 9 9 2 3 Rose- Rose- GRC

Paid

WOTV-UPN 10 17 11 30 (Off Air)

Paid

Paid

Caillou

Early Show X

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Believ-

Justice f Hillbil-

Truths

Jewish

Hope-Holidays

Hagee

22 16 10

Essen-

ESPN2

25 30 25

Shephrd Chapl

Wildlife K9

Paid

Clifford Dragon Caillou
Sabrina Myster- Paid

SportsCenter I

Feud

Feud

Regis and Kelly

Y&R

!
News

The View X

Divorce News
Arthur's Pert

People's Court .41 Divorce Justice
To Be Announced Good Day Live (Ni
Pnce Is Right I

Young-Restless
Rockford Files

Hap

Matlock f n Stereo) Heat of Night

Life

Your

Ole

Family ".0amaris Feed

Zoboo

Barney

Sesame Street 4

Mr

Believ-

Living

Hugh- . Feud

Jerry Springer .0.

Barra MacNeds
Paid

Arm-

SportsCenter I "SportsCenterI

SportsCenter I'

Jacobs
Jay Jay

SportsCenter-K -SportiCeriter r
Street-

Scrabble

Cold Pizza X

Cold Pizza lbye) X

News

Martha Stewart
Sesame Street S. Reading Cyber-

Sher-

17 83 28

roplole

Tele-

Ellen Show

Montel Williams X Price Is Right I

Hatchen Hatchen Judge Mathis if

16 38 9 10 Children Life

kSPN — 24 29- 26- 8 --SportsCenter X

Pyramid Pyramid

Arthur

Lions

WGN

BodyE- Arthur

Pyramid Pyramid

The View ..(•-:

Couch

lliSP

WKIAU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Yoga

The View if

Living It Up

Regis and Kelly

Good Morning America I

Hillbil-

Zola

Regis and Kelly

Living It Up

Early Show (In Stereo) X

KFYS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Breakfas Show
Truth

9:30 10:00 110:30 11:00 11:30

9:00

Today In Stereo) X

Good Morning

Carbon

** "Speedway Junky'

"The Jack Bull"(1999)'Fr X

DEC. 24, 2003
8:30

7:00 I, 7:30 I 8:00

News I Good Morning America X

Movie: -Pulp Fiction"

Movie: t** "Mississippi Masaia '(1991)'R'

141Voyie: **'2

A-Charter B-Murray Electric
C-Mediacom D-Galaxy

News
News

5

6:00

Hot Line

Movie: ii-; "Star Wars Episode II-. Attack of the Clones

FLIX

WEDNESDAY MORNING

Comicview

Midnight Love

Music

Street-

Robson Project

Music Videos In Stereo)

MTV

26 49 27 24 MTV Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)

TNT

28 27 39 14 Pensacola-Wing

TLC

29 41 41

LIFE

AMC

Fit Lite Workout Ellen I Design- Golden Nanny Golden Nanny Movie: * "Holiday Affair"(1996, Drama)
30 52 31 31 Paid
Paid
32 51 49 5:•4 C.C. Bloomberg Information Network Movie: rut* "E. T the Ertra-Terrestnal (1982) Movie: xi* 1 2 'Prancer"(1989, Drama)
Movie: ** 'The Conqueror"
34 58 29
Movie: it? The Red Pony" Movie: xi** "Untarned"(1955) Tyrone Power
Movie Shoo- Hunt

A&E

35 35 44 27 Paid

FAM

36 53 36 2 Life

NICK

37 22 24 4 News

HGTV

43 36 18

Paid

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 Paid

Paid

Paid

WTBS

52 26 21 13 Mama

Mama

Saved-

TOON

65 32 50

Zoids

He-Man Poke-

Yu Gi

Ed, Edd Dexter

COURT

66 61

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

USA

Bus

Body-

Lost World X

Brum I Save

Hi-5 I

Pretender X
Animal

Bus

Charmed !)

ER "Baby Shower' ER -The Healers" Judging Amy X

While You

While You

Murder-Wrote

City Confidential

Movie: it "Helen of Troy"(2003) X

Murder-Wrote

Feed

Digimon Bey-

Rangers Digimon Growing Living

700 Club (N) X

Thorn-

Oddpar- Rocket

Rugrats Sponge Max

Marthas Solu-

T1Pical

Guilts

Duvall

Paid

Paid

Paid

Movie: *** "Never Say Never Again"(1983) Sean Connery. *** .Thunderball-

Saved-

Movie: *it': 'Masquerade (1988)(PA) Dawson's Creek! Dawson's Creek

Paid

Paid

Movie: ** 'Icy Angel"(2000, Comedy)
Maggie

Rubba- Dora

Blues-

Dora

Blues-

Little

Decorat- Home

Treas-

Room

Duvall

Country Small

Flint Christmas

Trial Heat

BET Start

BET

Saved-

Saved-

67 39

BET Morning Inspi ation With Brother Gerard

70 34

Smash Hits of Country

HBO

650 71 51

Groove Squad Cheerleaders Night

MAX

35 72 54

Movie

SHOW

700 73 52

Movie: *int', ' Hamlet"(1996. Drama) Kenneth Branagh.'PG-13' X

DISN

78 31 57

Bear

FLIX

705

Movie: *** 'A Day in October"(1990) -The Thing With Two Heads' Movie: * 'F4.0 I0R."(1988) Movie: "Comes a Horseman' (1978)1

HBO2

652

Movie: "The Adventures of Pluto Nash" Movie: cut "Roxanne"(1987''Pa X 1 "While You Were Sleepng'

Bear

JoJo

Alan Jackson

A BCD 12:00 1 12:30 1:00 11:30
WKRN-ABC 2 2
V/SIL-ABC

3 3 3

All My Children X One Life to Live X General Hospital

News

News

wriiif-ces

Y&R

Best-Holidays

Passions X
1Bo1d

WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 Days of Our Lives ,Passions I
WBBJ-ABC 7 7
WNPT-PBS 8 8

Edition

Holly-

ILLibertys Shrinks Zoboo

Virtues

Lions

9 9 2 3 Brown

Brown

700 Club N)I

WOTY-UPN 10 17 11 30 Wethe-

Wethe-

Enter-

KBSI-Fox

Movie: 'A Time for Dancing" It''i "My Morn $ a Werewolf'
Stanley Rolie

Main

Judy

3:30
Judy

Maury !N I

Rolie

4:30'5:00

4:00
News

News

News

News

Jeop-

Million- News R NBC

Maury N) I

!News
Oprah Yinfrey

ABC

Dragon Sara

Barney Clifford Arthur

Zoom I News-Lehrer

Dharma King-Hill Horn-

70s

King-Hill Simp-

Road

Blind

Paid

Parkers Spin

Paid

Paid

,John Walsh Show Cross-

Cross-

Oprah Wnfrey X

Road

News II CBS

WGN

Street

Hap

Cosby

Cosby

FreshPr FreshPr Mom-

INSP

17 83 28

Inspir-

Mass

Christ-

Prince

Live Wire

ESPN
ESPN2

24 29 26 8 NFL
25 30 25

Lions

Ricki Lake X

Berens- Shrinks Zoom I Liberty, CyberOsboume Show

'Outback Peach

SportsCenter X

IATV

26 49 27 24 Chal-

TNT

28 27 39 14 Law & Order X

TLC

29 41 41

iChal-

While You

NBA
Chat-

Ellen Show

Chat-

Stylefest Drag
Choi-

Chat-

Becker

5th

Yu Gi

Horn-

Horn

Interrupt SportsCenter u

Game.

Football
Golf

Movie: *** "A Chnstmas Story"(1983)

iBetter-Worse

Better-Worse

Better-Worse

52 31 31 Movie: ** 'Ill Be Home for Christmas' Movie: it "Ebb*" 1995) Susan l-u., IMovie: Stolen Miracle '12001. Drama) -Chnstmas Rom'.
Movie: **** "E T the Extra.Terrestnal(1982) ** ' Cats cl Dogs
51 49 5 )1 1, 30) Movie: 'Prancer'.
Movie: it Santa Who?"(2000)1
Movie: it "The Hunter-119801'PG'IT
Bruce Lee: A Warrior's Journey lf
58 29
Movie Movie: it "The Long Ships"(1964)'NFT
City Confidential White Mouse
Murder-Wrote
Murder-Wrote
35 U 27 White House
Movie: ** 'Helen of Troy"(2003)1

32

AMC

34

A&E

35

FAM

36 53 36 2 Movie Act* Ac/is Christmas W,sh" So Little IFull Mae 7th Heaven u

NICK

37 22 24 4 Bob

HGTV

43 36 18

Dora

Decorat- Bed

Movie: *it* You Only live Twice (1967) Sean Connery

44 33 30 23 1' 00) Movie: "Thiundertar(1965)

WTBS

52 26 21 13 Horn-

TOON

65 32 50

Jetsons _Flint-

COURT

66 61

Both Sides

Closing Arguments
The Center

Cosby

Cosby

FreshPr FreshPr Harvey

Scooby Town

BET

67 39

BET Now

C1ATV

70 34

Smash Hits of Country

HBO

150 71 51

(11 30) Movie: Wgrnering-

765 72 54

(11 30) Movie

., 700 73 52

Switche- Knock

Full Me.'Christmas Carol The Movie

Rugrats Rugrats Arnold ) Y akkity Oddpar- T Garcia Sponge Amanda Robot
Design Design- Design Sensible Homes if Walls House
Kitchen Room

SPIKE

loon Heads

Movie: it • 2

Adam Sandler's.

Movie: 'No Mace Like Home Mov

'The

Onset

Drew

Horn-

Arnold

Rugrats Sponge

Curb

ExtrmH- House

Movie Diamonds Are Forever'(1971)
Horn-

Drew

Pac-

Grincti Bravo
Flintstones Christmas Carol Olive-Reindeer
Profiler (In Stereo
) Cops Tf Cops it
.
106 & Park: Top 10 Live

Rap City: The Bassment

BET

Most Wanted Live —Cmas-Cowboy
Weekend at Bernie s"119891_ 'The Majestic PG

Movie: ***Ix "Fly Away Home-(1996 Movie: "Trapped in Paradise'.(199411
Movie: "Orange County if

Movie: 'Changing Lanes 'PMovie: ' Crimes and Misderne-rors"

Movie: it 'Twas the Night- House _Lilo

Recess _Kim

Proud

Sister

Even

So

78 31 57

Stanley Rolie

FLIX

715

HE102

652

Movie:.., 'A Day in October"(1990) 'The Thlo9 With Two Heads
Movie: Harry Potter arid the Chamber 01 Secrets .(2002)1 11Aovie: it', "Vision Guest-(1985)'R. Movie: 'A Walk to Remember' 2002) ,
Movie: Wuthenng Heights '

All Christmas
Merchandise

/ Polish
'Pottery

opoh10 50%
/
or/

1/2 ofr

Great
SPecjQfs
tiroughout
The
Store,

iSome exclusions may apply

OPENING 9 A.M. DECEMBER 26TH

Olde World Marketplace

Lizzie

DISN

movie: -Where the Ryer Runs Black .

Lots of

Seinfeld &Oleic' Friends

Harvey

Cherokee Ke'(1996) Rebels Oakland

\-\\ A

News-Lehrer

Music Videos )n Stereo)

30

("—\\\.\\.\\\.\\.\\\\.\

Fellow- Cerullo

Rich

USA

MAX

Fortune

News .4 Ray-

Basket- Basket- Street- !Football NFL

LIFE

SHOW

News

Street

While You Out

While You

Bust-

Enter-

News -4. Fortune

!Dharma Griffith
Cops
!
Cops

Poke-

. Willy Wonka & Chocolate '

My G 62-(1993)
.
Movie: iii
While You Out

Rich

Will

Chang- liagee

Fliiding Clifford Dragon Voices

Scooby Jackie

NFL's Greatest Game (N)I PGA Review
NFL

Fortune

News 1 Enter-

Dr. Phil

Wayne B ady

WDKA-WB 22 16 10

News

6:30

News

Guiding Light X

WKMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Tele-

ABC

6:00

CBS

As World Turns
.
16 38 9 10 News In Stereo: Heat of Night
Fellow- Hickey rInspir-

A Celebration Of The Lord's Supper
& The Lighting of the
Christ Candle
111 N. 5th St.• Murray

5:30

NBC

Paid

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH

DEC. 24,2003

Edition

News

p.m.

You Are Invited.To

News

As World Turns

8:00

Movie: "Stand by Me"(1996)

Montel Williams X News I ABC

KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 NewsI Bold
Life

JoJo

Out-Box Wiggles I

Oprah Winfrey I News

Days of Our Lives Dr. Phil
Guiding Light if

7 IAN My Children I One Life to Live X General Hospital
Ange-

3:00

2:00J 2:30

, All My Children )5 One Life to Live I General Hospital

WSI1V-NBC 4 4
5 5

JoJo

Movie: *** -Panic Room-(2002)'13. X "Buffy"

A-Charter B-Murray Electnc
C-Meduicom 0-Galary

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Cmas-Cowboy

Movie:** "Better Off Dead" Movie: *** "The Majestic (2001. Drama) Jim Caney.'PG.

Stanley Wiggles I

from pastel pink cashmere sweaters
and monogrammed goods to DVD
players.
Cohen suspects that most stores
will meet the low end of holiday
sales expectations, making it "better
than last year, but not a whole lot
better."
John Morris, an analyst at Harris
Nesbitt Gerard, who follows mallbased apparel chains, agreed, saying
that "expectations are quickly coming down to reality."
"It's not the gangbuster holiday
that people were expecting back in
the early fall," he added.
And though many stores
refrained from heavy discounting
earlier in the season, they seemed to
have eventually buckled under pressure after seeing the strategy backfire. Morris estimated there were 10
percent fewer markdowns going
into the start of the season than there
were a year ago.
-As-ofthis-past-Satufday, that-dif-- - - - -ference narrowed to a 4 percent
decline from year-ago levels, he
said.

106 & Park: Top 10 Live

BET
ClifTV

Movie: it** Sweet Dreams"(1985)I Movie: ** • Like Mike"(2002) On Set

stores opened at least a year — are
considered a key indicator of a
retailer's health.
For the second week in a row,
traffic was down from year-ago levels for the week ended Friday. WalMart said.
Target Corp. said late Monday
that December same-store sales for
last week and the month for both the
corporation and its namesake discount division are tracking below
projections.
But The Taubman Centers Inc.,
which owns and manages 31 shopping centers in 13 states, reported
mid-single digit gains from a year
ago for this past weekend at a sampling of mall stores, according to
Karen MacDonald, a company
spokeswoman. She said stores
should be able to meet their sales
goals if, the pace continues in the
final days before Christmas.
Cohen the analyst, said there
a 7.,ing. -item eonstnyters-are
w
clamoring for this holiday season.
Rather,- people are following various
gift trends — buying everything

Christmas tre
O Candlelight Serrice

Smutty Smurfs

Yogi's First Christmas

Open Court

By ANNE D'INNOCENZIO
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— A late buying hinge over the weekend wasn't
enough for Wal-Mart and other merchants to offset modest sales trends
throughout the holiday season,
according to early data.
To recoup lost business, the
nation's merchants are again relying
on the final days before Christmas
and post-holiday sales, which are
expected to be boosted by the
redemption of gift cards.
"Traffic was heavy, but not overwhelming. And I didn't see the
panic. I didn't see people walking
around in a frenzy with lots of shopping bags," said Marshal Cohen,
senior industry analyst at NPD Inc.,
a market research firm in Port
Washington, N.Y.
Wal-Mart Store Inc. announced
Monday that although sales
improved somewhat over the wee.k7
end, December same-store sale
growth was still tracking at the low
end of the 3 percent -to 5 percent
range. Same-store sales — sales at

While You

While You

"The Lost World'

Paid

Retailers relying on last days before
Christmas after modest holiday sales
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Classifieds
www.murrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Fax: 753-1927

ANertisers are requested to check the first
-isertion of their ads for any error Murray
& Times will be responsible for only one
ihcorrect inselion Arty error should be reported
-riodiately so corrections can be made

DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 am.
Mon. 5 p.m.

Wednesday

Wed. 11 a.m.

Thursday

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

AU real estate advertised. herein is subject to the Federal Farr
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or cliwnrrunation based on race, color, religion, sek handicap,
familial status or national origux or intention to make any such preferences limitations or discrimination
State laws forbid dischmination in the sale, rental or advertising of
real estate based on factors 111 addition to those protected under federal law
We will knowingly accept an ads erusing for real estate which is in
iolation of the law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements. contact NAA Counsel Rene P %lam
703) b48- l000

190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Mouses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock 8 Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost Arid Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Murray Ledger Si Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV s
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats 8 Motors
530 Services °tiered
560 Free Column
570 Tobacco & Supplies

$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
'All i Ads Must Run WIthin o Day Penal
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND LT WILL APPEAR ON
THE WEBS1TE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
I

$8.00 First Day -20 wor.s or ess
- - - -Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $11 per word per day.
$2 Ts extra for Shopper (Mon Classineds go into Shopping Guide 5250 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

L

020
Notice

020

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center is seeking RNs.
Flexible shifts. Full-time & part-time positions
and flexible schedules available.
Med/Surg 7p - 7a & 7a - 7p
CCU 7p - 7a & 7a - 7p
Float Pool - All shifts
Sign on bonus available. We offer excellent
benefits and a competitive salary package & a
career ladder program. Interested candidates
should send resume or apply in person,
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law Including,:

753-1752
THIS IS AN ADvEicrisEm ENT

WE'VE MOVED!
Iid .1

Ihts,r
Moro

Equal Opportunity Employer

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Occupational Therapist. Full-time & part-time
positions available.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in
the yellow building beside
Wendy's on Chestnut Street.
CDs, CAR STEREO

Equal Oppoitunity Employer

INSTALLATION

ANNOUNCEMENT OF VACANCIES
Custodial Workers

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Law Office of

BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

060

060

060
Notice

Lecturer, Center for Environmental Education,
Murray State University. Part-time, grant, position to
begin January 2004. Qualifications: Master's
degree in Education with an emphasis in
Environmental Education Certification. A minimum
of three years experience in public school teaching in
mathematics, science, biology, chemistry or physics
at the middle or secondary levels is required. Must
have experience working with an Environmental
Education Center, be certified for Project
Adventure's Low Ropes Challenge Course at Land
Between the Lakes. Training in at least two of the
following projects required: Project WILD, Wild
Aquatic, Project Learning Tree, and Project Food,
Land and People, and/or one other nationally known
curricular project in environmental education.
Responsibilities: Will work under the aegis of the
Center for Teaching Excellence in Mathematics and
Science Utilizing the Envirohment as an Integrating
Context, funded by the U.S. Department of
Education, Washing, D.C. Coordinating, administering, and directing the Pre-Service Environmental
Education Program for elementary, middle and secondary students as weli as coordinating programs for
the graduate environmental education discipline.
Must work 24 hours per week with some weekend
workshops each semester as needed. Application
Deadline: January 5, 2004. To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume and names, addresses and phone
numbers of three references to: Center for
Environmental Education, Murray State University,
3201 Alexander Hall, Murray, Kentucky 420713340. Woman and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer

er

COPAcNICPONSit
A WIRED WORID COMPANY'.

CHESTNUT STREET IRESIDE 11END1'SI• 753-11113
020

060
Help Wanted

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
050
Lost and Found
LOST: Female Aussie-Red
Heelker mix. Sable &
White. short hair, answers
to the name "Bella". Family
pet. (270) 489-2227, (270)
994-1605 or (270) 9942291.

Floo
EXPERIENCED
Tech needed at Brathaven
of Benton Prospective
employee must possess
knowledge of floor maintenance with buffers. Apply
in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main St.
Benton, KY 42025. No
Calls
Please.
Phone
EOE/AAE.
Presbyterian
FIRST
Church is seeking someone to provide child care
each Sunday morning.
Hours required are 9:151200. If interested, call
753-6460

FOUND: Male, Rat Terrier
753-0924
KRYSTAL is now hiring
Service Associates &, Production Associates. New
Krystal Restaurant openJust give us a call, we'll
ing soon in Murray, KY. Inbe glad to help,
terviewing and taking apYour loved one we'll
try to find.
plications at basement of
- Cause we all have Furry Union Planters University
Office. Monday & Tuesday
or Feathered Friends.
December 22nd & 23rd
Here at the
from 9:00-2:00 p.m. Fax
Ledger & Times.
resume to: 731-660-5102.
24 Hr. operation.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

DRIVERS needed Com
Home
petitive wages
weekends Benefits Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 2 years experience Clean driving record
(800) 468-6087

LOCAL company needing
a full charge accounting
clerk by mid Jan. Accounting experience required
along with knowledge of
computers and different
accounting software. Mail
resume to. KSG PO. Box
934 Murray, KY 42071

needs
MEDICAL Transcriptionist LOCAL Company
service technician must
familiar with computers
have electronics, mechaniand scheduling for medical
trouble shooting
front office Part-time to cal. &
skills Send resume to
become full-time Send reP.O. Box 938 Benton, KY
sume to P.O. Box 630
42025
Murray KY

PHYSICAL THERAPIST
Henry County Medical Center Home Health is
& partseeking a Physical Therapist.
time positions available.

The Murray Board of Education is accepting
applications for the positions open in the
Custodial Department.
Salary Range from $6.45-9.05 depending on
experience.

160
Home Furnishings

Help Wanted

JOB TITLE Direct Sales Representative
LOCATION; Murray, KY (2 Positions)
JOB SUMMARY;
Responsible for generating revenue by promoting the features, benefits and value of all Charter Communications
products and services through door to door solicitation.

Lenora loved the tonverhence of
advertleong her garage sale in the

Ledger &Times
Classifieds

Prepare invoices,
scan, file & mail.

M-F 12-4 or 1-5
Call Lea at X 349
270-753-1717
090
Domestic & Childcare
Wil
EXPERIENCED
clean up after new construction, remodeling, before and after renters.
floors, windows, etc
Valerie 436-5914
HOUSEKEEPER, quality
care, reasonable rates, local references. Available
immediately. 436-6028.
KID'S Krew 810 Whitnell
759-3333 now has openings for ages 6wk to 5yr.
Owners Thomas & Diana
Warren and Amanda Fain
would love to have you
stop by or call.
100
Business
Opportunity

Requirements:
•Must have a minimum of a high school
diploma or equivalent.

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS
Abilitto deal with the public in a professional manner
Ability to maintain high level of self-motivation
Knowledge of cable television products and services
Knowledge of cold call sales skills

•Must have basic knowledge of custodial
skills and/or housekeeping. Requires
operating equipment such as vacuum
cleaners, floor buffers, etc.

EDUCATION (level and type)
High School diploma or equivalent

•Must be able to lift a minimum of 30 lbs
climb 6-8 ft. ladders, and assist in outside
duties during inclement weather.

Charter Communications is an equal opportunity employer and
will consider all qualified candidates regardless ofrace. Color. religion. national origin, gender, age, marital status, veteran status,
and the presence ofa non-job related handicap or disability, or any

•Work well with other custodians, faculty,
staff, and children.
Interested persons may pick up an application at the Murray Board of Education office
located at 208 S. 13th Street, Murray, KY
42071.
060

•

All resumes should be sent to web site
www.chartencom only

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

LOCAL Insurance office
has an opening for an entry level staff position. If
you are pleasant and personable, career-minded,
ambitious, a self-starter
with good work habits,
please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-R Murray,
KY 42071. Wages and
benefits negotiable. No experience required.

RECEPTIONIST for busy.
fast-paced medical practice. Duties include but not
limited to meeting patients,
coding, and billing. Secretarial and other duties
Prefer team player with
medical office experience
who will do whatever it
takes to get the lob done
Reply to PO Box 1040C
Murray. KY 42071

Help Wanted

TAX Preparer Expert
MATURE RN needed in
enced. Hourly plus bonus 25 bed nursing home for
Fastest growing Tax Serv
overview and treatment as
ice in North America.
needed Salary negotiable
•TAX School Instructor For (731) 247-3205 9-3 p.m
one week classes. Train- EOE
ing and materials are pro- NEED someone to pick up
vided. Call 270-703-2165
2 children from school
NOW accepting applica- 2103 days a week. Refertions for assistant man- ences required. 759-3366
agement. Apply in person call after 6:00 p.m.
616 North 12th Street.

1 Bedroom Duplex, very
clean and nice, Partily furnished, C/H/A, W/D, 12
miles east of Murray, no
pets $250.00 mo + deposit. 978-0160

ANTIQUES. Wood cook
stove, fainting couch, wagon seat. Call after 6-00
p.m. 489-2796,
190
Farm Equipment

1 Bedroom. all appliances
included $325 per month,
deposit required. 7593781
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
S200/mn 75'3-4109
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts furnished.
near MSU.House 3 & 4
bedroom. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1 br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid. $285.
month plus deposit Near
downtown, no pets. call
(77n) 761.208,5
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
about move in free days.
roleman RF 75.9-4118
2 bedroom duplexes. Appliances furnished. Call
293-6%8
2 BR 1 Bath with carport,
central G/H/A, 1 year
lease, 1 mo deposit, no
pets 753-2905
2. 2BR apts Northwood & •
Cambridge area. All appliances furnished. Call 2936968
2BR 2 Bath, all appliances
furnished, garage %v./remote, very nice $575/mo.
902B North 20th St. 7535344 293-4970
2BR apt @ 908 Hillwood
$350/mo. Call 759-4406
2BR duplex C/H/A 7538067
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR upstairs located at
5353 ST RT 121 South
S285 489-2296
2BR Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR 3ba duplex, new, no
pets 627 Bailey rd. 7533119
907B North 20th St Large
3BR, 2.5 bath Duplex all
appliances furnished. gadoor
automatic
rage.
opener $725/mo 7535344 or 293-9970
COMFORTABLE 1 Bedroom. near hospital 421 S
8th Street $300 plus utilities. deposit required 800294-6442
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St ,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month One
bedroom $330,/month Call
753-1970 Leave MesSR P
•LARGE 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, all appliances including washer, dryer, microwave .Large 1 Bedroom,
all appliances including
washer & dryer *Large furnished 1 Bedroom with all
appliances including washer & dryer. (270) 759-5885
or (270) 293-7085

COMPAQ Presarto 5695
Desk top computer $350
OBO 753-5958
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

1976 Chevy C60, 16' Mid
west bed- with extensions,
roll over tarp with assist
axle, excellent condition
492 59

REMINGTON 870, specia
3"
magnum
purpose
$425.00.753-0195
210
Firewood
SEASONED Oak firewood
$40 a rick Dumped 4749844
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1986 14X70, 2 bedroom, 1
bath, all electric, set on
rental lot approximately 4
miles from town. Needs
some minor repairs and
remodeling. Includes shed
and utility pole. Sold as is
$4700 753-6619
ABANDONED Home 3BR,
Call Clayton
2 bath
Homes in Camden, TN
For all the details 7315R4-4429
CLAYTON Homes in Camden, TN Is offering a
$1500 Christmas Shopping Spree with any DW
purchase through December. 731-584-9429
"ENTERTAINER
HOME"
is here Check out this
32x80 for only
$64.900.00 Fleetwood's
#1 home (800)533-3568
INVENTORY
SPECIAL
28x60 Fleetwood Home
for $44,500 00 Includes
delivery, set-up, a/c. skirting and footers. (800)5333568
INVOICE SALE
This is a beautiful 14x70
singlewide that will be sold
for $21,900 00 (800)533-

other legally protecred status_

060

060
Help Wanted

RELATED WORK EXPERIENCE
CATV door to door sales experience (1 year experience)
Certifications and/or Licenses
Valid driver's license, satisfactory driving record within
Company required standards and auto insurance.

40X40 Shop or storage
building for rent $250 a
month. One year lease required. Call 270-489-2525
120
Computers

41111P

The Kroger Co., America's largest Supermarket Pharmacy chain,
is looking for motivated part time and full time pharmacists for our
Paducah and Murray, KY stores. We offer a competitive salary,
excellent benefits, and pleasant working conditions.
To Inquire E-mail, fax, or mail your resume to:
Email: michael.wasson@kroger.com

We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person

Fax: 901-765-4213

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

Mail to: The Kroger Company
P.O. Box 1878• Memphis, TN 38101-1878
Attn: Michael Wasson

Equal Opportunity Employer

E0E/MF

320
Apartments For Rent

COUCH: $275.00 nice
clean. Antique display
case. 435-4752
165
Antiques

270-753-1916

BILLING CLERK
PART-TIME

VISA

MOVE In Special 2 acres,
well. sewer, Big 2000 OW.
Payments as low as $275
Clayton Homes in Camrtext_TN 711-584-9424
SINGLEWIDE
SPECIAL
16x80- 4 bedroom. 2 bath
home Priced to move @
ELECTRIC base board, $29.825 00
(800)533heaters, air conditioners. 3568.
refrigerators, used carpetSPEC HOME
ing 753-4109
Awesome Hornell' Ready
to move into Set-up on
150
Articles
land Call today (800)533For Sale
1568
USED HOME
BENTWOOD Rocker, like We do take trades and we
new, $50 Computer desk sell used and repo homes
$40, king size waterbed (800 533-3568
$40 753-6619
280
LARGE 2/3 bedroom near
Mobile Homes For Rent
CINEMAX
FREE HBO &
Hospital $750 plus utilitGet a dishnetwork 2 or 3
ies, deposit required. 421
$250
BR
436-5697
2
00
room satellite system free,
s 8th st 800-294-6442.
Get 3 FOR Rent - 2 Bedroom
installed free
LIVE Oak Apts.
months of Americas Top Trailer $225 monthly plus
Newly Remodeled
100 channels plus 13 deposit, all appliances fur1BR $290 00
channels of HBO & Cine- nished 436-2619 after 5
2BR $34000
max free Also available NICE 2 Br 2 bath 4923BR $42500
are your local networks 8488
$100 deposit special for
320
Call Beasley Antenna &
qualified applicants
Satellite at 759-0901 or toll
Apartments For Rent
753-8221
for
free 877-455-0901
decorated, very
NEWLY
more information
fo
2) Two Bedroom Ants
nice, 2 BR, 1 Bath. all aprent Nice 753-5731
pliances, central g/h/a, no
GE 31 inch TV $15000
RCA 19 inch TVNCR 1 bdrm, quiet neighbor- pets 753-2905
combo $75 00 Ink let hood. stove & refrigerator NICE 2 br. 2 bath, duplex.
printer w/cable $35 00 furnished No petsl $230 garage. no pets 436-6357
767-9037
(270) 753-6232
or 753-7457
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We
buy 1 or all Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S. 121h. Murray.

L.P. Gas Refills New
tanks & valves in stock
B & B Brokers 753-4389

1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice all appliances including w/d No pets
MOTORCYCLE Helmets, 270-436-5496. 270-293jackets, chaps, saddle 006
bags. camouflage clothing, 1 Bedroom apartments, all
work & western boots. Jer- appliances at the Oaks
ry's Sporting Goods, May- Apartments Coleman RE
759-4118
field 270-247-4704

ONE bedroom apartments.
water furnished, close to
campus. No pets Call
753-5980
VERY nice 2 BR 1 1/2
Bath Townhouse, all appliances, central h/a, no
pets 753-2905
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Apartments For Rent

Storage Rentals

Acreage

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

48 acres of woods & private lake excellent for
hunting or building 15 min
from Murray at Coldwater
C II • -1093

VERY nice 2 bedroom 2
bath duplex wicarport W/D
hook-up $550 per month
1 year lease w, deposit
1402 Crystal Brook Ln
759-5477 Available January 1
VERY ntce Townhouse apt
- for rent- in Cambridge 2
story. 2 BR. 1 1/2 Bath.
Large kitchen wlhardwood
Boors, all kitchen appliances + washer & dryer
$525/mo Call 767-9024

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

38R/2 bath house w/2 fur
fished 1 bed apts Walk
ing distance to MSU
$105.000 Call 270-9941959
BY Owner 4 Bedroom, 1
Neon Beach
Bath, Living room & Dining
room, workshop, big'front
& back yard $61,900
AIL. SIZE L 'Sus
753-4109
AVAILABLE
NICE 3 Bedroom Home
753-3853
Reduced for sale 7535731
380
www kyfsbodirect com
Pets & Supplies
See local homes for sale
Houses For Rent
by owner' Call 767-9308
AKC Boxer Puppy, 4 for info
2 br brick house,applianmonths old Up to date
490
ces furnished, no pets
shots, fawn & white, very
Used Cars
Call after 5 00pm 753cute, price negotiable,
0728
must go 761-1812 or 2931995 Plymouth Neon Hi
4BR house W/D hook-up 4248 ask for sherry
white on gray, auto
line,
yr
1
community
Kirksey
AKC Golden Retriever matic.
New
CD.
wireferences
lease
731- tires/brakes/struts/front
$200
puppies
Includes
$435/mo/dep
6442449
bearings/recent tune-up.
garbage. lawn mowing &
water 4C9-2534 before AKC Regostered Lab pup- $2,500. 753-9691 after
pies Yellow and choca- 5PM.
9pm
late Male and female. 1998 Chevrolet Camaro Zdecorated2BR
NEWLY
Shots and wormed. Will 28, silver, immaculate
C/H/A, W/D & all applianhold until Christmas with $10,500 (270) 293-5952
Vine
1108
pets.
ces. No
deposit. 731-247-5142
St. 753-9678 or 731-247DOG Obedience
5107
Used Trucks
Master Trainer
QUALITY Houses and
436-2858
1985 Chevrolet 4x4, swb,
Apartments available for
lease Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632
SOUTH Hazel 3BR 2 bath
$350/mo/deposit/lease
492-8526

Mini:Storage

GERMAN Shepherd ACK
puppies, out of top world
class german line, very
large. black available

$350.00.(731) 642-3960.
JUST In Time For Christ-

360
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

mas! AKC Golden Retriever Puppies for sale. Females $250.00. Males
$225.00. (270)436-6074
Ferrets,
TWO
friendly! 753-0423

Super

new transmission, good
tires- 33x12.50's. $2,500.
OBO. 762-9173.
1997 4X4 Chevy 3/4 ton
heavy duty. AT, 6.5 diesel,
runs great, must sell, no
-reasonable otter refused.
(270) 293-40R9
2000 Mazda B3000 V6.
Has 24.000 miles. Sharp
!nick 759-9905
2003 Ford Ranger XLTfull power, low miles, 4-dr.
Cass-CD. Asking $16,500.
Call 293-1266.

Our Thanks To You...
...For Allowing Us To Serve Your Insurance Needs
For The Past Five Years!

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE"
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV --BOAT - JET SKI - HOME

753-3500

Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)
104 N. 4th

www.mckinneyins.com

Rita's Neat Repeats'
Name
Brand

Consignment Clothes
for
Men , Women & Children
q, :Maternity cr',Aursity
ALio: fontrats, 'II 'cildin,

•
(-astumc !Rental.: - Halltaterid, 50's, Tacky lomat:
Open \Ion - Sal 10 am - i pm • Mrs St 12th St., Murra‘ • 12701762-0207

Owner -

CERAMIC T' :_ •

'•

Services Offered

_E

t-

•

•

• CARPET

cL.
cc

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new floonng personally install for you?

•
0

Expsflencet
WE DO! 753-7728

VIDEO GOLD
Rent 3 Movies (2 Days)'9.95
Price Includes Popcorn, Coke & Candy

1 Month Unlimited Tanning

25

1206 Chestnut St.(Behind Hardee s)• 759-4944

sr

Give A Gift
I That Anyone Would
Love To Open.

0
0

a

•

CARET &R
*IL WI

7

COVERING

1.7 Wes ScutnQiMm,rar

5CERAMic TILE•Er_.-F

David's Cleaning
Services

•
Hato •

Tom IrOce Rat RIO= yams

TILE • VINYL•HARD;10C,G • CARPET

rn

-4

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
*Brick .All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 767-0313
David Borders
(270)527-7176

Available at

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 753-2571
murrayhomeandauto.com
Firs Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-S:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Refore You Buy'

810 Sycamore • Murray

VISA

Auto - Commercial - Residential
Sales & Service

North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

2 miles

YOUR PLACE OR MINE

Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

759-0203

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Over 25 Years- Service in Mayfield

Used Trucks

Services Offered

94 Ford f 150 XLT, super
cab, all extras, excellen
condition. $10,500. Cal
436-2225

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
753-3594
Free Estimates

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Pole Bams, Metal Buildings, Fencing.
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860. 753-1194.

CALL us for your holiday
house cleaning plus painting Minor carpentry &
plumbing. 30 yrs experience. References given.
Call 270-435-4682

Services Offered
436-5141 A AFFORDABLE HAULING, cleaning
out garages, gutters, junk,
tree work
492-8688 Roof Repairs
New Roofs, all types. Call
Carters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING all around clean-up,
gutters, tree work 4362867
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.

New
Carpentry
ALL
Homes, add on's, garages,
pole barns, home & mobile
home repair, water & termite damage, screened
porches, sun rooms Licened-insured Larry Nimmo
753-9372 or 753-0353

Horoscopes
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Dec. 24, 2003:
You experience new beginnings this
year. Opportunity strikes because of your
abilities to detach, see the big picture and
research information. Your perspective
develops as the year goes on. You will
have opportunities to travel and meet different types of people. In fact, someone
you meet could be very important in your
life. If you are single, you might choose
to be involved with this person. If you
are attached, plan a special trip you both
have desired together. CAPRICORN
reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive,
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Stay on top of what is happening, because your actions can and will
make a difference. In some manner, you
take control of the situation and complete
details. The good news is that you have
the energy to do this.

really care about. This person might have
a unique quality that you admire. Let this
person know how very special he or she
is. Follow your instincts, and you'll do
the right thing naturally.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Stop and take special time for
a loved one or friend. Understand this
person more thoroughly. Build a strong
foundation. Let the energy flow from
your inner self. Make your home another's refuge, if need be. Tonight: Pour the

eggnog.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Others know what they want
from you and let you know it. In the holiday frame of mind you are in, you will
do whatever you need to do for others..
Take today for those around you, touching base with the people you care about.
Tonight: Start looking for Santa!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Be imaginative as you wish the
best of the holiday season to those who
are part of your daily life, not necessarily family or friends. Everyone appreciates a gesture of thoughtfulness, even the
mailman. Remember these people today.

530
Services Offered

630
Services Offered

530

500

DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
GENTLEMAN for hire to
hang Christmas lights also
Driver for hire anywhere
anytime in U.S.753-2283
JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we'll haul away almost
anything, from attics to
barns odd jobs. Senior
Discounts. (270)489-2583
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827

CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.
DNJ HAND/MAN
We do all the odd lobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
293-5438

by Jacqueline Bigar
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

***** Y01.11" spirit uplifts others and
adds many happy moments to their lives.
Romance remains a major factor in your

life. You cannot deny,what you want, nor
can another. You could look silly standing under the mistletoe all day. Just go
forit. Tonight: Become a kid again.

530

Services Offered

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Expenses continually mount,

and you discover there isn't much you
can do here. You could be upset by this,
but why bother? A parent has a great deal
of significance in your life right now.
Don't forget a boss in your holiday wishes. Tonight: Make it easy. Stay away
from last-minute complications.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You are all smiles right now
and can deal with anything, but hopefully you won't have to. Do be sensitive to
those around you. Allow your unusual
imagination and creativity' to emerge.
Your job is to express the Christmas
experience. Tonight: Keep on smiling.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** You might not be in the mood to
deal with others_ You could potentially
be a Scrooge this year. Be honest. You
might need some time alone, and you
need to say so. A partner will pull you
out of the doldrums if you let him or her.
Be generous with this person. Tonight:
Get a good night's sleep.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Head out the door and visit
with your friends. Get together for a lastminute hoorah and some eggnog. It is net
everyday that you can get away with partying and not working. The more the
merrier on this particular date.

530
Services Offered

JL

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
David Gallimort,Owner

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters. 753
2592

to Start....
Murray Ledger & Times

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422
560
Free Column

The Place

(270)753-1916

FREE: 6 month old puppy.
mother is full breed boxer.
Call 767-0143.

Limbaugh's lawyer says maid
blackmailed broadcaster
over prescription drugs

.
finance his drug
habit.
Black said
Limbaugh suffered from a
degenerative
disc
disease
with "pain so
great at one
point doctors
thought he had
Limbaugh bone cancer,"
that
and
Limbaugh chose to take addictive
painkillers rather than have surgery.
Surgery would have meant doctors would have gone through
Limbaugh's throat to operate on his
spine, which could threaten his
career as a commentator, Black
_

WEST PALM - BEACH, Fla.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
— Rush Limbaugh's lawyer
(AP)
*** Join family and get ahead on a
the
said
conservative radio comyou
if
down
you
weigh
could
that
project
let it. Others sometimes become demand- mentator was "bled dry" by a foring without meaning to. Instead of get- mer maid who demanded $4 million
ting upset, look at each person and enjoy and threatened to reveal his addicthe child within him or her. Tonight: tion to prescription painkillers.
Home is where the heart is.
Attorney Roy Black said
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Monday that Limbaugh could not
***** Make the last-minute round complain to authorities about the
of calls. Carefully deal with others who maid's demand because they would
make a difference in your life. An extra
use the information against him,
gift here or there can only add to the joy
though
the maid and her husband
of the moment. Help others get into the
spirit; put on a favorite piece of music. eventually went public anyway.
The claim was made during a
Tonight: Out and about.
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court hearing where Black asked
that medical records related to
Limbaugh be kept secret. The
seizure of the records from doctors
in Florida and California violated
the conservative radio commentaior's privacy, Black argued.
Palm Beach County prosecutors
insist they need to review the
records, which are sealed, to determine how much Limbaugh's doctors knew about his frequent prefor
OxyContin.
scriptions
hydrocodone and other painkillers.
In
a statement
Monday.
Limbaugh's lawyers denied their
client was considering a plea bargain. The statement was released
after Keven Bellows, a spokeswoman
for
Premier
Radio
Networks, told CNN that Black had
been talking with prosecutors about
Limbaugh "accepting responsibility
for his actions."
Assistant State Attorney lames
Martz said in court that judges
approved search warrants after
,investigators discovered Limbaugh
received
more
than
2,000
painkillers, prescribed by four doctors, at a pharmacy near his $24
million mansion.
"Now the next question is did
those doctors know about each
other?" Martz said. Reviewing the
records would be the only way to
determine if Limbaugh violated the
law by withholding information
from his doctors — and went "doctor shopping" for drugs.
Limbaugh's attorneys outlined a
defense against accusations that he
illegally
used
prescription
painkillers and laundered money to

Limbaugh's former maid, Wilma
Cline, learned of his addiction and
threatened to sell the story to The
National Enquirer. She and her husband, David Cline, demanded millions and were "paid substantial
amounts of money," the lawyer
said.
The couple "bled him dry" and
then went to authorities to gain
immunity from prosecutors before
selling their story for $250,000 to
the Enquirer, Black said. The
tabloid ran a story in October, days
before Limbaugh announced he
would enter a drug rehabilitation
program, alleging they supplied
him drugs for years.
Black said Limbaugh paid
money to the Clines because they
were blackmailing him — not
because he was laundering money.
"It's not money laundering to
pay blackmail and extortion," Black
said.
Ed Shohat, the attorney for the
Clines, denied Black's allegation.
"Rush Limbaugh confessed and
admitted that he bought the pills....
I know of no facts that my clients
demanded money from: Rush
Limbaugh in any way," he said.
.Limbaugh allegedly withdrew
cash 30 to 40 times at amounts just
under the $10,000 limit that
requires a bank to report the transaction to the federal government.
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Woman questions future
in light of parents' past

Problems secondary to
pancreatic inflammation
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there a frozen shoulder. I've had cortisone
diet for patients with chronic pan- shots, ibuprofen drugs, prednisone
creatitis? My husband underwent pills and physical therapy — and
gallbladder surgery two years ago still suffer from the immobility.
and since then What's left to try?
DEAR READER: Surgery.
has been in
You appear to have run the
intractable pain.
He has had a CT gamut of medicine and physical
scan to rule out therapy; therefore, surgical release
cancer and is and repair may be your only remainpresently on a ing option. But this is not a big deal.
complete liquid The operation is simple Ifor trained
diet. Even rice is surgeons, not me!) and will provide
no longer toler- permanent benefit.
Frozen shoulder has many causated. His weight
Dr. Gott has dropped and es, ranging from tendon inflammahe's weak and tion to serious injury. The common
component is pain on motion. Thus,
By Dr. Peter despondent.
DEAR for comfort, patients stop moving
H. Gott, M.D.
READER: their shoulders, which gradually
Chronic inflammation of the pan- become more and more immobile,
creas has many causes, ranging as scar tissue forms and tissues
contract.
the joint
from alcohol abuse and gallstones to around
over-active parathyroid glands and Eventually, the shoulder cannot be
obstruction of the pancreatic duct. moved, even passively; it has
Regardless of cause, however, the become "frozen."
In most cases,anti-inflammatory
-the same: abdominal
symptoms are
(ibuprofen and various
medication
and
pain, poor digestion, diarrhea
drugs), coupled with
prescription
diabetes.
—
— eventually
The diagnosis, which can be very cortisone injections and physical
challenging, is usually made by therapy (hot packs, massage, gentle
blood tests and special examina- range-of-motion exercises, ultrations that are not available except in sound) suffice to limber up the
teaching centers. In general, shoulder and prevent ongoing dispatients with the disorder are helped ability.
When this "conservative" theraby diets low in fat and protein that
fails, reparative surgery may be
py
—
feed:
multiple
small,
in
given
are
ings. Alcohol is prohibited. Enzyme necessary. Ask your doctor to refer
supplements (to aid digestion) are you to an orthopedic surgeon for an
often useful, as are drugs to reduce opinion and what I am certain will
the .formation of gastric acid. be a recommendation for surgical
Vitamin supplements are necessary. repair.
To give you related information,
Diabetes, if • present, will require
sending you a copy of my
am
I
or
pills
additional therapy with
Report "Informed Approach
Health
insulin.
Because your husband continues to Surgery." Other readers who
to have serious complications of would like a copy should send a
pancreatitis, he should be under the long, self-addressed, stamped envecare of a gastroenterologist. Such a lope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
specialist will test your husband for 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
a treatable cause and suggest an to mention the title.
appropriate diet that he can tolerate
Copyright 2003, Newspaper
without being malnourished.
Assn.
Enterprise
a
have
I
GOTT:
DEAR DR.
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LET GRANDMA SMELL
401A! MrAfAm!
40U SMELL. ALL SWEET
AND FLUEE4

SMELL HER, DEAR!\
COE5NT SHE
SMELL ALL SWEET
AND EWEN

LookingBack

DEAR ABBY:"Kirk" and I have hadn't had time to get mad.
I feel terrible. If he'd done this to
been together for more than three
years, and last year he asked me to me, I would never see him again.
marry him. We have yet to set a date (Although once he did hit my head
because we don't want to rush into against the car window while he was
anything. I am driving.)
In my heart I know I didn't mean
25; he's 24.
Ninety-five to hurt him, but nobody believes me.
percent of the I should not have lost my temper. I
time, we are know if I control myself and don't
happy. -He' ealls- -get mad over petty things, he will
- • . . :out of the blue also be OK.
If he decides we Should keep seejust to say he
loves me. I write ing each other, do you think it will
him love letters. work? — LOST MY TEMPER IN
blows me CHULA VISTA
Dear Abby He
from
DEAR LOST: Your mother has
kisses
with the voice of experience,
spoken
room.
the
across
By Abigail
pay
Young love may be
conso
attention.
only
My
Van Buren
cern is, we have tempestuous, but it is not supposed
had two fights that became mildly to leave you black-and-blue or with
physical, and I'm afraid of repeating stitches. There are healthier, more
my parents' mistakes. When I was a constructive ways to deal with
child, Dad hit Mom more than once. anger.
Unless you and Kirk learn to
(My brother and I would hide in our
rooms and hear her scream for us.) control your tempers in an adult and
They finally divorced when I was in civilized fashion, you will repeat
your parents' mistakes. As much as
high school.
My last fight with Kirk was over you may care for each other, it is
a pregnancy scare. I had missed a vital you both get anger managecouple of birth control pills, so I got ment counseling before you live
the "morning-after" pill and took it. together again. Please don't wait.
Kirk refused to believe I had taken Your problems will escalate if you
it. At the breakfast table, he became ignore this issue.
furious and smashed the TV remote
Dear Abby is written by
control.
It's not the first time he's thrown Abigail Van Buren, also known as
a temper tantrum. When he dnes I --Jeanne Phillip‘and was founded
always cringe. Then he gets over it by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
at
Abby
Dear
and I clean up the mess. But this Write
Box
P.O.
or
.com
www.DearAbby
smashed
I
so
time, I was mad, too,
my cereal bowl on the floor. Well, it 69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.
bounced and landed on his head!
Blood poured everywhere. He was
so frightened he called 911. They
wanted to arrest me, but Kirk told
them it was an accident.
I didn't mean to hit him,although
my mom says maybe I did.
Kirk took all his things with him
South dealer.
when he went to the hospital for
North-South vulnerable
stitches, then went to stay at his
NORTH
brother's. The next day when I saw
•A 76 2
V8 5 3
him, he hugged me and said, "You
•K 7
have a sick baby to take care of." He
•K Q .1 9
said he had been in so much pain he
EAST
WEST
•Q 10 8
+3
J 10 9 4
IP A Q 2
•J9
_ •Q.10 8 3 2
+75
+10642
SOUTH
*KJ 954
K 76
•A 5
*A 8 3
•
The bidding:
North East
West
South
Pass
3+
Pass
1+
4+
Opening lead — three of diamonds.
A safety play is basically a protective measure. Declarer assumes an
unfavorable lie of the cards and tries
to deal with that possibility the best
way he can.
Here is a typical case. West leads
a diamond against four spades.
Declarer wins with the ace and notes
THE HOLIDAY5:1'
... HI f. WE
if the opposing cards are divided
that
LAST
AT
WERE aUST SMELLING'
unfavorably, he could lose three
HuftlAN5 FOCUS
CATH`CS DOG! I WiSti
heart tricks and one or two trump
ON WHAT
'IOU WERE HERE TO
tricks.
MATERS.
SrAELL HER Di0(7!
South can do very little about the
trump situation if West has all four of
Oa*

•••

10 years ago
Brian Luffman, 23, and his wife,
Carol, 21, and Patricia Lynn Yearry,
42, all of New Concord, died Dec.
22 in a two-vehicle collision on
Kentucky 444. The Luffmans were
delivering Christmas gifts for the
Blood River Baptist Church when
the accident occurred.
Births reported include a girl to
Karmel and Jeff Stewart, a boy to
Jane and Keith Pogue and a girl to
Shaunda and Eadman Bittner, Dec.
17; a boy to Angela and Tommy Orr,
a boy to Laura and Ricky McKinney
and a boy to Tanuny and James
Spradling, Dec. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Gradie Stubblefield
are today, Dec. 23, celebrating their
70th wedding anniversary.
20 years ago
The Kentucky Department of
Highways District Office will mann
equipment during the early stages of
any snow storm, whether it is weekdays, weekends or holidays, according to John L. Puryear, chief district
engineer.
Loretta Jobs was presented the
"Realtor of the Year Award" by the
Murray-Calloway County Board of
Realtors. New officers are Prentice
Dunn, Amos McCarty, Glinda
Smith and Judy Johnston.
wedding
50th
Celebrating
anniversaries today, Dec. 23, are Mr.
and Mrs. Kelly Burton and Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Paschall.
30 years_ago
Mark West, 11, a sixth grader at
Murray State University School,
recently participated in a televised
"Skylab Program" at the Kentucky
Educational Television studio in

A Case of Self-Preservation
than,- so he starts out-by leading a
low spade to the ace, on which West
plays the three and East the eight.
When declarer next returns a trump
and East produces the ten, South
must choose between playing the
jack or the king.
This is a fairly common problem,
but, unfortunately, there is no invariable rule to rely on. More often than
not,the king is diebetter play, butju
a particular case the jack might be
the right play.
It eertainly---is in this deal,- where
playing the jack guarantees the contract, while playing the king Jeopardizes it. Obviously, ifthe finesse wins,
South has the contract firmly in tow.
As a matter of fact, he is sure of.at
least 11 tricks.
And what if the jack should lose
to the queen? In that case, declarer is
still in good shape. Whatever West
returns, South is sure of at least 10
tricks consisting of four spades, four
clubs and two diamonds.
But note what happens if declarer
does not finesse the jack and plays
the king instead. If he next concedes
a trick to the queen, East will shift to
a heart to sink the contract. And if
instead he attempts to run his clubs
right away in order to discard a heart,
East ruffs the third club, and his heart
return again puts the contract down
one.

02003 King Fortuna Syndics* Inc.

Crosswords
ACROSS

43 Power-train

1 Rug texture
4 Cay
9 Melodramatic cry
12 GI address
13 Dry white wine
14 "2001"
computer
15 Pickup
17 Pharaoh stoat
19 Skylab
builders
21 Fortify
22 Young frog
25 St. Louis
landmark
29 That man
30 Undersized
32 Pit
33 Mouths,
in biology
35 Done
37 Wallace
of 'Cujo"
38 Robins beaks
40 Lop off
42 Auto racer
- Unser

44 Hair ornaments
46 Take a sample
of
49 Mix
50 Marred
54 Japanese port
57 Actor
- Wallach
58 City official
60 Indent key
61 Attorney sdeig.
62 Garlic juicer
63 Potato bud
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1 "Mona Lisa"
singer
2 IRS month
3 Hammer
4 Annoying
5 Taacher s
warning
6 Gloss target
7 'Orinoco Flow"
singer
8 Yukon, bnefly
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HOW ABOUT
SEVEN
PUNNED?

7

9 Unit of
resistance
10 "Bali -"
11 Stale
16 Berets
18 Delhi
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AND TO START OFF 10N16141
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 23, the
357th day of 2003. There are eight
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 23, 1823, the poem "A
Visit from St. Nicholas" by Clement
C. Moot was published in the Troy
(New York) Sentinel.
On this date:
In 1783, George Washington
resigned as commander-in-chief of
the Army and retired to his home at
Mount Vernoir, Va.-'
In 1941, during World War II,
forces on Wake Island
American
surrendered to the Japanese.
In 1986, the experimental airplane Voyager, piloted by Dick
Rutan and Jeana Yeager, completed
the first non-stop, non-refueled.
round-the-world flight as it landed
safely at Edwards Air Force Base in
California.
In 1987, Lynette "Squeaky"
Fromme, serving a life sentence for
the attempted assassination of
President Ford in 1975, escaped
from the Alderson Federal Prison
for Women in West Virginia. (She
was recaptured two days later.)
In 1997, a jury in Denver convicted Terry Nichols of involuntary
manslaughter and conspiracy for his
role in the Oklahoma City bombing.
declining to find him guilty of murder.
Senate
ago:
year
One
Republicans unanimously elected
Bill Frist to succeed Trent Lott as
their leader in the next Congres

Answer to Previous Puzzle

•
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Lexington. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Curry of Murray.
The school children of Murray
and Calloway County were treated
to a Christmas concert by the
Murray State University Choir,
directed by Prof. Robert Baar at the
MSU Lovett auditorium. The concert was cosponsored by the Kappa
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
40 years ago
A snowfall measuring 6.2 inches
covered all of Calloway County last.
night almost bringing traffic to a halt until grader sand other snow
moving equipment could be brought
into service.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Gipson and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Wade.
Donna Grogan Herndon of
Murray has been named a `!Campus
Notable" at Murray State College in
a contest, sponsored by The College
News.
50 years ago
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc..
announced that Charles L. Tuttle
M.D., recently released from the Air
Force, will join the medical staff as
a specialist in obstetrics and gyne—
cology on Jan. 1, 1954.
Seven boys were fined for shooting fireworks in the city limits on
Dec. 21 by City Judge Elias
Robertson who gave them a "talking
to" and levied the fines.
Murray High School Tigers won
over Trigg County Wildcats in a
basketball game here. High scorers
were Dale Alexander for Murray
and Simpson for Trigg.

TodayInHistory

ContractBridge

Tomorrow: Unnecessary guesswork.
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nursemaid
20 Thicke and
Alda
22 Beach sandal
23 Falcon s home
24 Tribal adviser
26 Closet need
27 Laundered
28 Dressy attire
31 Work clothes
Daba
34
Honeymoon"
36 Bill payers
39 Tijuana Ms
41 Box-score slats
45 Take the
podium
47 Mourles org
48 Century fractfon
50 N J neighbor
51 Pipe fitting
52 White lie
53 Use henna
55 Round Table
knight
56 Lincoln,
informally
59 Latin bone
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Army works to bring book
about Seabiscuit to Iraqi kids
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — An
army reserve officer has ignited a
campaign to bring copies of the popular book,"Seabiscuit: An American
Legend," to schoolchildren in Iraq.
"Operation Seabiscuit," began
after an American soldier e-mailed
author Laura Hillenbrand to tell her
how much some Iraqi schoolgirls he
met wanted to read the book in
Arabic.
Lt. Col. Sherman McGrew, an
Army Reservist .from Harwinton, _
Conn., told the girls through an
interpreter "that this was a famous
book about the greatest horse that
ever lived, that there were millions
of copies printed, that it was written
by a woman, and that some of
Seabiscuit's ancestors were Arabian
horses."
The book tells the true story of
legendary Depression-era racehorse
Seabiscuit and his misfit trainer,
jockey and owner, and how they all

overcame great odds to win. The
book became a best seller, and a film
adaptation was the fourth-highestgrossing movie this year. The movie
was partly filmed at Keeneland Race
Course in Lexington. Although the
horse never raced there, he was
foaled at nearby Claiborne Farm.
McGrew told Hillenbrand in an
e-mailed message that a dog-eared
copy of the book made the rounds
among troops in Iraq, and that it had
been Much enjoyed.
He happened to have it with him
when he met the girls and told them
about it.
When the girls said they wanted
to read it, McGrew turned to
Hillenbrand for help.
Hillenbrand is hoping to buy 500
copies of the book in Arabic from an
Egyptian publisher, and McGrew is
arranging for the military to airlift
the books sometime before he leaves
at the end of January.

NANCY TAGGART, The Richmond Register/AP Photo

Six-year-old Jaylen Masters of Richmond enjoys playing in the snow at Lake Reba Friday in Richmond, Ky. With
schools closed due to snow on Friday, kids like Jaylen enjoyed sledding and snowball fights.

State's first GOP governor was from Lancaster

Photo provided

Lt. Col. Dan Todd Harrison, standing left, here with his
personal security team and Frostie, offers greetings and
thanks to the Murray community for cards, prayers,
support and gifts that he and the 168th MP Battalion
have recently received. Col. Harrison received ROTC
training at both Calloway County HS (1982) and MSU
(1986). Harrison also offered a special thanks go to the
Calloway County math students of Lisa Harrison and
North Calloway 3rd- grade students. Over 400 Christmas cards from these students were distributed among
the troops. Col. Harrison is the son of Dan & Jackie
Harrison of Almo and grandson of Inez Harrison of Murray.

By BERRY CRAIG
For the Associated Press
LANCASTER, Ky. (AP) — Does Ernie
Fletcher owe his election to the Bluegrass State's
first Republican governor?
Elected in 1895, Gov. William O'Connell
Bradley of Lancaster was "the father of the
Republican party in Kentucky," according to
Congressman M.H. Thatcher, Bradley's biographer.
Before Bradley, Democrats held the governor's office for 36 years. Fletcher is the first
Republican governor elected in 36 years.
Sen. Mitch McConnell is commonly credited
with making the Republicans a force in current
Kentucky politics. In his day, Bradley was "the
leading Republican in the state," according to the
Kentucky Encyclopedia." 1/8Bradley 3/8...certainly took a struggling party and gave it the voice
and the strength to win elections," said James C.
Klotter, Kentucky state historian.
Bradley was born in 1847 near Lancaster, the
Garrard County seat. Pro-Union in the Civil War

like most of his elders, young William ran away
to join the Yankee army at age 14. Fetched home
by his father, the future governor took up the
study of law in Lancaster. He was licensed as an
attorney at age 18.
In 1870, voters elected Bradley county attorney. Thereafter, he spent "more than forty years
on the firing line, fighting the battles of the
Republican party," Thatcher, a Louisville
Republican, wrote in Stones and Speeches of
William 0. Bradley, a book published in 1916.
Bradley was a famous wit and stump orator.
"What made him more appealing was that even
his enemies could not help liking him," said
Klotter, also an author and history professor at
Georgetown College.
Bradley's foes ruled the political roost in postCivil War Kentucky. The Bluegrass State was parf
of the Democratic "Solid South."
Bradley made his first run for governor in
1887. His Democratic opponent was the popular
Simon Bolivar Buckner, an ex-Rebel general.
"Old Bol" bested "Billy OB." But Bradley did

better than expected and he enjoyed strong backing from blacks.
"To his credit, Bradley supported greater rights
for blacks at a time when few 1/8whites 3/8 did,"
Klotter said. "In a book devoted to the lives of
African Americans in Kentucky and published in
his lifetime, he is the only white person included,
a testament to his standing in the black community."
The Republicans went with Bradley again in
1895. Once more, he campaigned for black votes,
prompting the divided and desperate Democrats
to pander to white prejudice. Bradley won anyway.
In 1908, a Democratic state legislature
admired Bradley enough to elect him to the U.S.
Senate. But he died in 1914 shortly before his
term ended. Nonetheless, -Billy OB" lived long
enough to see "his planting and sowing in the
political field grow unto golden harvest,"
Thatcher wrote.

